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Abstract
Despite the increasing application of embedded wireless systems, developers face numerous
challenges during the design phase of the application life cycle. One of the critical challenges is
ensuring performance reliability with respect to radio link quality. Specifically, embedded links
experience exaggerated link quality variation, which results in undesirable wireless performance
characteristics. Unfortunately, the resulting post-deployment behaviors often necessitate network
redeployment.
Another challenge is recovering from faults that commonly occur in embedded wireless
systems, including node failure and state corruption. Self-stabilizing algorithms can provide recovery
in the presence of such faults. These algorithms guarantee the eventual satisfaction of a given state
legitimacy predicate regardless of the initial state of the network. Their practical behavior is often
different from theoretical analyses. Unfortunately, there is little tool support for facilitating the
experimental analysis of self-stabilizing systems.
We present two contributions to support the design phase of embedded wireless system de-
velopment. First, we provide two empirical models that predict radio-link quality within specific
deployment environments. These models predict link performance as a function of inter-node dis-
tance and radio power level. The models are culled from extensive experimentation in open grass
field and dense forest environments using all radio power levels and covering up to the maximum
distances reachable by the radio.
Second, we provide a simulation framework for simulating self-stabilizing algorithms. The
framework provides three feature extensions: (i) fault injection to study algorithm behavior under
various fault scenarios, (ii) automated detection of non-stabilizing behavior; and (iii) integration of
the link quality models described above. Our contributions aim at avoiding problems that could
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Large-scale embedded network systems have moved from imagination to reality. These
systems have an increasing number of applications, from social networking to saving lives in the
battlefield [3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 15, 35, 39, 40, 50, 54, 58, 97], and the domain is still evolving.
1.1 Problem Statement
Developing embedded applications that behave as expected is a challenge. The main issue is
the lack of tools available at the design stage to help developers implement reliable applications. In
particular, there are few tools to assist in predicting the radio link quality within an embedded net-
work. This leads to designers implementing applications that exhibit unpredictable and undesirable
wireless performance characteristics [85, 96].
Another common problem in embedded network systems is the occurrence of transient
and/or permanent faults. An example of a permanent fault is when a node runs out of power and no
longer participates in a network. An example of a transient fault is when a node suffers from state
variable corruption. These faults affect network performance. Self-stabilizing algorithms provide
a solution to recover from such faults. There are a few simulators for simulating self-stabilizing
algorithms. However, they are limited in scope. First, they are not tailored for embedded network
systems; in particular, existing simulators do not capture the effects of environmental impacts on
radio communication among nodes. Second, they do not combine the capabilities to enable users to
study algorithm behavior under various fault types and alert designers to possible faulty algorithm
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designs and/or implementations. Moreover, they lack support for standard models of self-stabilizing
execution.
These challenges lead us to ask the following questions: Can we provide application designers
with tools to accurately predict radio link quality? Which environmental factors can such tools
take into account when predicting radio link quality? Can we provide an efficient and easy-to-use
simulation framework that targets self-stabilizing algorithms? Can this framework model algorithm
behavior under various faults? Can the framework provide a way to detect errors in algorithm
development? Can the framework account for the effects of target deployment environments on
algorithm performance? These are the questions that our contributions answer.
1.2 Approach and Contributions
Our approach to addressing these problems is divided into two parts. First, we present two
empirical models of radio link quality based on experiments run in common deployment environ-
ments (i.e., an open grass field and a dense forest). The models predict the radio link quality within
an embedded network and account for two factors affecting radio link quality: transmission distance
and radio power level. Second, we present a framework for simulating self-stabilizing algorithms.
The framework supports fault injection to study how algorithms behave in the presence of faults.
Additionally, the framework detects behaviors that suggest the presence of algorithm and/or imple-
mentation flaws. Finally, the framework accounts for the effects of target deployment environments
on radio link quality to tailor algorithm simulation to embedded network systems.
1.3 Contributions
We present the following contributions.
1.3.1 Contribution 1 – Link Quality Model
We focus on the observation that embedded wireless links experience exaggerated link quality
variation as compared to, for example, Wi-Fi connections. The literature is rife with evidence of the
resulting performance issues that this variation can cause [12, 17, 29, 72, 85, 96, 102]. The root of the
problem is that designers implement systems without a clear understanding of the actual behavior
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of radio links. This is mainly due to the limited availability of tools that help predict link quality
when designing embedded network systems. Systems implemented in this fashion often suffer from
communication issues that can lead to system failure. A priori knowledge of real radio behavior will
help developers determine the required network layout and radio power level at which to run a given
application to achieve a desired level of reliability (given a particular protocol implementation).
We use radio link quality as a measure for reliability, defined here in terms of the packet
reception rate (PRR). There are many factors that impact link quality, such as inter-node dis-
tance, radio transmission power, and environmental effects, among others. Existing theoretical and
simulation-based attempts to predict radio link quality have been shown to be inaccurate or imprac-
tical for use in building real systems [45, 49, 80, 103, 104]. Hence, we focus on empirical models
to predict radio link quality. The models are based on experimental results to provide accurate
predictions. Experiments were run in an open field, and a forest consisting mainly of pine trees.
Given the models, designers are able to determine the appropriate network layout and the required
radio power level at which to run their applications to achieve reliable communication.
Our models are different from existing empirical models in two significant ways. First,
several existing models predict link quality based on data collected from indoor testbeds [49]. Link
quality in indoor deployments often varies significantly from link quality in outdoor deployments
[68]. Our models rely on empirical data collected from open field and forest environments to predict
link quality in such environments. Second, several existing models require users to perform their own
empirical analyses (e.g., measuring signal decay) before using those models, which limits ease-of-use
[45, 49, 104]. Our models are more straightforward; they do not require users to perform their own
analyses. Users are only required to select the deployment environment (i.e., open grass field, dense
forest), the radio power level, and the inter-node distance. The models are then used to predict link
quality based on these parameters.
1.3.2 Contribution 2 – Simulation Framework
Our second contribution is divided into two components. The first involves the simulation
of self-stabilizing algorithms. The second involves tailoring the simulation environment to embedded
network systems by accounting for the communication effects of the deployment environment.
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1.3.2.1 Simulation of Self-Stabilizing Systems
Applications of distributed systems usually suffer from faults that cannot be enumerated
a priori. It is impossible (or impractical) to identify the execution paths that might lead to faults
and the complex fault patterns that may emerge. Self-stabilizing algorithms are appropriate in such
scenarios as they ensure fault-tolerance in the presence of unanticipated faults.
While the use of self-stabilizing algorithms affords great benefits, their testing is expensive.
Physical testing of distributed systems at scale is a daunting task. It requires significant financial
resources and human effort, making this kind of testing infeasible in many cases. Further, this
approach requires that the application be developed, which escalates the commitment to bad design
decisions. Simulators offer a more feasible means of testing an application design, thus overcoming
these constraints. Further, simulation offers scalability which cannot be easily afforded by physical
deployments.
Although simulation of self-stabilizing algorithms offers significant benefits, there are limited
simulators dedicated to the simulation of self-stabilizing algorithms. These frameworks suffer from
one or more of the following limitations: (i) lack of scalability, (ii) inability to test algorithm
behaviors under various fault scenarios, and (iii) lack of debugging aids to alert users against non-
stabilizing behavior.
Our simulation framework addresses the above problems. First, the framework is capable of
simulating self-stabilizing algorithms running on large networks. Second, the framework is capable
of injecting faults to enable the study of how algorithms behave in the presence of such faults.
Third, the framework is capable of detecting cyclic behavior, where a set of nodes execute a set of
actions repeatedly. This helps to detect errors in algorithm design and implementation. Finally,
the framework is designed with extensibility and ease-of-use in mind. To the best of our knowledge,
our framework is the only self-stabilizing simulation framework that overcomes the above mentioned
limitations in one tool. It is also the only simulation tool designed specifically to simplify the
expression of self-stabilizing algorithms and their experimental setups.
Our framework is different from existing work in two significant ways. First, most simulators
(or simulation frameworks) are not designed for simulating self-stabilizing algorithms [9, 19, 70].
This, in turn, makes it difficult (and time-consuming) for users to express self-stabilizing algorithms.
Our framework is designed specifically for self-stabilizing algorithms and enables users to implement
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their algorithms in a simple manner. Second, existing simulators for self-stabilizing algorithms are
limited in scope [57]. To the best of our knowledge, there is no tool that provides all features
provided by our framework.
1.3.2.2 Environment-Specific Simulation
Applications of embedded network systems often suffer from faults. Representative appli-
cations of the self-stabilizing paradigm in this context range from TDMA-based MAC protocols for
sensor networks [7] to generating spanning trees for inter-node communication in wireless networks
[56] to message routing in mobile networks [20] to testbed health management [10].
Simulators have been in common use in the embedded network systems domain for a num-
ber of years [62, 79, 79]. Each simulator simulates one or more aspects of an embedded network
system application with varying degrees of accuracy. A key obstacle to designing embedded net-
work applications that employ self-stabilizing algorithms is that the behavior of such applications
cannot be easily simulated using existing techniques and tools. For example, some simulators re-
quire users to completely implement the application under test for the target hardware platform,
which can lead to escalation of commitment to bad design choices [47, 65]. Others, that can pro-
vide environment-specific simulations, are not designed to simplify the expression of self-stabilizing
algorithms [61, 84, 88, 95].
To ensure that a simulator or a simulation framework can yield applicable results, it must
take environmental factors into account. It must provide accurate simulation of radio link quality
based on the target deployment environment. The framework can then be used in the design phase
of an embedded wireless system to provide a better understanding of how a self-stabilizing algorithm
will behave. Our easy-to-use simulation framework addresses the above problem by utilizing the link
quality models that we have developed to provide environment-specific simulation of self-stabilizing
algorithms.
Our framework is different from existing simulators as it allows users to easily simulate self-
stabilizing algorithms in the context of embedded network systems. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first framework for simulating self-stabilizing algorithms that employs link quality models
to simulate environmental effects on algorithm behavior. Further, it allows users to simulate these
algorithms without the need to completely implement the embedded wireless application. This in
turn helps developers resolve design problems at an early stage.
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1.4 Dissertation Organization
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents background
material related to embedded network systems, radio link quality, self-stabilization, and simulation.
Chapter 3 describes the radio link quality models. Chapter 4 discusses the simulation framework.
Chapter 5 discusses elements of related work in the area. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes with a




This chapter presents background material pertinent to the rest of the dissertation. Section
2.1 presents material related to embedded network systems. Section 2.2 presents material related to
self-stabilization. Section 2.3 presents material related to simulation frameworks.
2.1 Embedded Network Systems
Embedded network systems are composed of small devices, referred to as motes, that form a
network (typically wireless). These devices consist of an energy supply, one or more sensors and/or
actuators, a processing unit with optional external storage, a communication device (e.g., a ZigBee
radio [2]), and software to manage these components [66]. The canonical example of an embedded
network system is a wireless sensor network. In this context, mote networks are deployed in an
environment, react to stimuli in that environment, and communicate together to cooperatively solve
a given problem. The defacto operating system and programming language standard for wireless
sensor networks is TinyOS/nesC [46]. nesC is a dialect of the C programming language.
Several authors have considered the question of how to measure link quality in an online
manner for purposes of informing upper-level protocol decisions. The key point of variation is the
metric used to estimate link quality and its effect on decisions that impact system performance. For
instance, the Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI), a hardware-based metric, is used in [48, 68],
but is shown to be a poor estimator in the presence of multiple interferers [76]. Other available
hardware metrics include Link Quality Indicator (LQI) and Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). Other
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researchers use more sophisticated metrics in their studies, such as the routing delay measurements
described in [101]. Our approach uses packet reception rate (PRR) as the definition of link quality,
rather than a correlated metric. PRR has been shown to provide a more suitable representation of
link quality [68, 71]. PRR in our context is defined as the ratio of the number of packets (messages)
received to the number of packets sent.
From our studies (discussed later), which corroborate findings reported in the literature [11],
link quality falls into three regions — low-, mid-, and high-quality. We define the low-quality region
as exhibiting PRR between 0% and 10% inclusive. The mid-quality region exhibits PRR between
10% and 90% exclusive. The high-quality region exhibits PRR between 90% and 100% inclusive.
Low- and high-quality regions tend to be stable; mid-quality regions tend to be unstable. In other
words, when PRR is in the high- or low-quality region, it tends to be immune to temporal changes
and minor equipment adjustments (e.g., distance and orientation). However, when PRR is in the
mid-quality region, it exhibits significant variability. The PRR in two identical experiments can vary
by as much as 100%.
Embedded network systems commonly suffer from faults. These faults can be permanent,
temporary, or intermittent [67]. From their name, permanent faults require the faulty device to be
replaced, since the damage to the device is permanent. An example of such a fault is fail stop –
when a node is no longer reachable (e.g., a device runs out of power). Temporary faults occur once
and then disappear. An example of a temporary fault is state corruption, which occurs when a state
variable is corrupted. Intermittent faults are faults which occur, disappear, then occur again. An
example of an intermittent fault is when a node goes offline and then back online. For example,
this can be the result of a loose wire. Other types of faults are outside the scope of our work.
Self-stabilizing algorithms offer recovery from faults.
2.2 Self-Stabilization
Self-stabilization supports the design of distributed algorithms that converge to a desired
legitimate state without global coordination or initialization [4, 18]. The legitimacy of a node is
determined by a predicate involving state variables of that node and those of its immediate neigh-
bor(s). Communication between nodes can be achieved through message passing or shared memory,
among others. A global legitimate state is the union of the legitimate states of all nodes. When
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a distributed system reaches a global legitimate state, it becomes stable. A system is said to have
reached dynamic equilibrium if any change to its legitimate state results in another legitimate state.
Self-stabilizing algorithms are typically expressed as a collection of rules, each consisting
of a guard and an action. A guard is a boolean predicate on the state of the node and the states
of its neighbors, and an action describes an atomic change in the state of the executing node. A
node (or processor) is enabled (or privileged) if one or more of its guards are satisfied. (Note that
privilege may be affected by the execution of an action at a neighboring node.) An algorithm is said
to be silent if it is guaranteed to reach a state where no node is privileged. Some problems, such as
token circulation and clock synchronization, are inherently not silent. In such cases, every node will
eventually reach a legitimate state, but some nodes will remain enabled. A network is stable if no
node is privileged or all nodes are legitimate.
To analyze the correctness and complexity of an algorithm, a daemon model is assumed.
The daemon plays the role of both scheduler and adversary. In the literature, several choices are
available, each with several possible attributes. It is customary to detail the choice of daemon when
designing a protocol. The centralized daemon selects exactly one privileged node to execute in each
round. In contrast, the distributed daemon selects a nonempty subset of the privileged nodes to
execute in each round. These daemons are considered adversarial. A special case of the distributed
daemon is the synchronized daemon. Under this scheduler, at every step, every privileged node
executes.
2.3 Simulation Framework
Our use of the term framework is intended to evoke a specific meaning — namely, an archi-
tecture developed according to the object-oriented framework-based approach [26]. In this approach,
a family of applications is structured around a shared class library that captures the implementation
details common across the family. In contrast to a traditional library, a framework comprises the
majority of the application logic, including the main control flow implementation. Applications are
developed by subclassing the appropriate framework classes and providing application-specific defi-
nitions for the virtual (hook) methods invoked by the library (template) methods. In this sense, there
is an inversion of the traditional application-library relationship. The framework implements the
core application logic, while developers supply the incremental modifications necessary to achieve
9
application specificity. This architectural approach can dramatically reduce the effort required to




In Chapter 1, we identified a key challenge developers face in the design stage of embedded
network system development – there is limited tool support for accurately predicting wireless link
quality prior to network deployment. To this end, this chapter describes environment-specific em-
pirical models for predicting radio link quality in terms of radio transmission power and inter-node
distance. Section 3.1 discusses studies conducted to control for other factors affecting link quality
that are not accounted for in the models. Section 3.2 discusses the empirical models. The models
presented in this chapter are based on an initial model presented in Appendix A.
In these sections, we collected data from experiments run on motes via a basestation. All
applications running on the basestation were developed in Java. All embedded wireless applications
were developed in nesC for TinyOS 2.x [31, 86]. Experiments were run on Tmote Sky motes [55],
which use a CC2420 radio chipset [82], compliant with IEEE 802.15.4 standards. We chose Tmote
Sky motes due to their wide adoption in the domain. The maximum transmission rate is 250kbps;
however, the maximum achievable rate is decreased to 35kbps with TinyOS [82]. Each device
operates on 2 AA batteries.
3.1 Preliminary Studies
Our work began with preliminary studies to control for factors that are not included as
independent variables in our models [89, 90]. In the first, we studied the rate at which AA bat-
teries drain when used by the motes. This was required to determine the energy consumption of
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Time Sender Voltage Receiver Voltage
(hh:mm) (v) (v)
0 (start) 1.63 1.63
13:48 1.429 1.426
22:31 1.394 1.391
26:25 (end) 1.381 1.379
Table 3.1: Battery Discharge Over Time
senders/receivers over time to ensure that the motes had enough power to communicate during our
experiments. We conducted the second study to understand the noise floor in the environments
where the experiments were conducted. This allowed us to select the radio channel with the least
noise variability. In the third study, we investigated the effect of height differences between com-
municating devices (because we place the motes on risers). In the fourth study, we investigated
the effect of device orientation on communication quality. The last study involved investigating the
transmission rate used in our experiment to ensure that the chosen rate did not lead to network
saturation and packet loss.
3.1.1 Battery Voltage
We ran our experiments outdoors using 2 AA batteries as the power source for each mote.
The motes require a minimum of 2.7 volts for programming, and an operational voltage between 2.1
and 3.6 volts. To ensure that we have enough power throughout our data collection experiments,
we first study battery drainage over time.
To do so, we developed an application in which a sender mote sends a “hello” message to
a receiver every 128ms using the highest radio power level (i.e., power level 311), which consumes
the most energy. The hello message is a 32-bit message containing the number of messages sent by
the sender from the start of the application. The receiver counts the number of messages it receives.
The application ran for over 26 hours.
Table 3.1 summarizes the battery voltage measurements over time. The first column indi-
cates the time at which the voltage measurements were taken. The second column represents the
average voltage measurement of the two batteries used at the sender mote. The third column rep-
resents the average voltage measurement of the two batteries used at the receiver mote. From the
table, we notice that the battery discharge was small. Specifically, the total voltage difference be-
1Power levels vary from 1 to 31, in 1 unit increments. These values correspond to non-linear changes in dBm,
ranging from less than -37 to 0 dBm, respectively [82]. We chose to present our results in terms of register values
rather than effective dBm output since the former value is more familiar to mote developers.
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tween the measurements at the beginning of the experiments and at the end was 0.506 volts and 0.51
volts for the sender and receiver motes, respectively. This is well within the cut-off voltage, which
ranges from 0.9 volts to 1.1 volts per battery [22]. While the difference is minimal, the receiver mote
consumed more energy than the sender mote. This is consistent with the results reported in [51].
Running this study enabled us to change the batteries less often than we did during the experiments
for the initial link quality model.
3.1.2 Noise Floor
Interference can be either internal or external. Internal interference is interference generated
from within a network (i.e., other devices sending messages). External interference is interference
generated outside a deployed network (e.g., Wi-Fi connections, cell-phone communication). Noise
floor is one measurement of external interference. In general, lower noise floor values result in better
communication. Since the noise floor cannot be controlled in our studies, it is important to select
the lowest noise environment. Here we study the variability of noise floor over time in an open grass
field where we ultimately conducted our experiments for the link quality models.
We developed an application which periodically measures noise floor by sampling the radio’s
register. When execution starts, the application initializes the radio and samples the RSSI register
on all available channels, from 11 – 26, which vary in frequency from 2405MHz – 2480MHz in
5MHz increments [82]. Sampling follows the approach described in [83]. The value is sent to a
serially-connected basestation and recorded by a Java application.
We carried out our experiments with the mote mounted on a 4-foot wooden stake. This
height guarantees the absence of physical obstructions from grass. The basestation was powered by
a 133Wh external battery to provide an extended period of operation. We sampled the noise floor
across all available channels for a period of 9 hours, 2 minutes, and 24 seconds.
Figure 3.1 shows the results of the noise floor measured over time. The x- (horizontal),
y-, and z-axes (vertical) represent the channel number, the sample number, and the noise floor
measurements in dBm, respectively. On average, we recorded 7.7 samples per second on each
channel, for a total of 3,675,414 sample points. Notice that channels 17 and 22 had more outliers.
Specifically, the standard deviation in these two channels was 0.544 and 0.547 for channel 17 and
22, respectively. These were the highest standard deviations among all channels. This suggests that
these channels exhibit noise spikes (in this environment) and hence are not appropriate to use in
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Figure 3.1: Noise Floor
Channel Avg. Std. Dev. Min. Max.
(dBm) (dBm) (dBm)
11 -98.604 0.507 -102 -89
12 -98.722 0.472 -100 -83
13 -97.955 0.315 -100 -82
14 -98.394 0.514 -101 -81
15 -98.304 0.491 -102 -86
16 -98.646 0.502 -102 -83
17 -98.445 0.544 -102 -86
18 -98.332 0.533 -102 -81
19 -98.284 0.472 -102 -83
20 -98.477 0.516 -101 -86
21 -98.15 0.401 -101 -84
22 -98.45 0.547 -100 -84
23 -98.264 0.488 -101 -71
24 -98.651 0.493 -102 -83
25 -98.495 0.525 -102 -67
26 -98.622 0.512 -101 -77
Table 3.2: Noise Floor Statistics
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this environment.
Table 3.2 presents a summary of the average, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum
noise floor values for each channel. The average noise floor across all channels was -98.425 dBm,
which is close to the minimum value that can be stored in the RSSI register: ≈-100 dBm [82]. Notice
that the smallest and largest range of values were on channels 11 and 25, respectively. Although
channel 13 had the highest noise floor average, it had the smallest standard deviation. The difference
between the average noise on channel 13 and the channel with the lowest average noise (i.e., channel
12) was only 0.767 dBm. When collecting data of the type required for our models, the best channel
to use is the one that offers the least noise variability [78]. Hence, channel 13 fits this requirement
for the rest of our studies.
3.1.3 Relative Height Effects
When running our experiments, we place the motes on wooden stakes to avoid physical
obstructions and multi-path effects. One factor we need to account for when mounting the motes
is the height difference between them. Changes in height correspond to changes in communication
distance. Small changes should, in principle, have a limited impact on PRR. However, from our
experience, we noticed variations in PRR with changes in height, which we presume are attributed
to multi-path effects. Here we systematically study the effect of such differences.
We developed an application that measures the PRR between two motes and varied the
height difference between them. The setup involves three motes: a sender S, a receiver R, and a
mote that measures noise floor N. We measure the noise floor to ensure that any variations in data
are the result of changes in relative height and not interference. When the application starts, S
sends messages at a specific rate for a certain duration using a specified transmission power level.
R counts the number of messages received. At the end of the experiment, R sends the collected
information to a basestation to record the results. While the application is running, N also sends the
measured noise floor to the basestation for logging. (Both R and N are connected to the basestation
via serial.)
R and N were placed on 4-foot stakes. N was placed 6 inches behind R. S was placed at
distances of 34 and 48 feet from the receiver. The height of the stake on which S was mounted varied
from 2 to 6 feet, in increments of 1 foot. S sent messages at a rate of 30 messages per second for
30 seconds, for a total of 900 messages using transmission power levels of 2, 3, and 4. Based on the
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Figure 3.2: Field Deployment for Height Difference Study
(a) Equal Height (b) Higher Sender (c) Lower Sender
Figure 3.3: Impact of Signal Reflection on Reception
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Table 3.3: Effect of Height Difference on PRR
results presented in Section 3.1.2, we ran the experiments using channel 13. All motes had the same
orientation. We ran each configuration 5 times, for a total of 150 experiments. Figure 3.2 depicts a
sample deployment for a distance of 34-feet.
Table 3.3 summarizes the average PRR values recorded across the experimental trials. The
first column represents the stake height on which S was placed. The second column represents
the power level used. The last two columns represent the PRR for distances of 34 and 48 feet,
respectively. From the table, we notice that at power level 2, no messages were received regardless
of height or distance. This is because R is beyond the transmission range of S. Near perfect packet
reception was observed for power level 4 in each case. Also, near perfect packet reception was
observed for power level 3 when the motes were 34 feet apart. This is because R is well within the
transmission range of S. Accordingly, varying the height of the sender’s stake has no effect on PRR.
The results are most interesting for power level 3 when the motes were placed 48 feet apart, and
PRR falls presumably in the mid-quality region. We notice that varying the height can result in
an increase in packet reception, as seen when S was placed on 2- and 5-foot stakes. In these cases,
we notice a large increase in the packet reception rate. However, we notice a large decrease in the
packet reception rate for heights 3 and 6. In summary, changing the stake’s height from 4 feet when
the motes were 48 feet apart resulted in a PRR change of 61.86%, -91.56%, 61.67%, and -100% for
heights 2, 3, 5, and 6 feet, respectively. (Negative values correspond to a decrease in PRR, while
positive values correspond to an increase in PRR, compared to a height of 4 feet).
Figure 3.3 illustrates the behavior that caused the variation in PRR — multi-path interfer-
ence. Assume S is sending messages to R. The circles represent radio signals. In general, radio signals
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Figure 3.4: Noise Measurement at Height 2 feet
propagate in a spherical direction. Consider the dashed lines representing two possible directions in
which a signal may propagate. These dashed lines hit the ground and are reflected back in the air.
The reflected messages may be strong enough to cause interference. In Figure 3.3a, both S and R
are placed at the same height. The reflected message is received by R in one case when the dashed
line crosses R. We attribute this to the original and reflected signals being roughly in phase (or the
reflected message is very weak). In Figure 3.3b, S is placed higher than R without changing the
distance. In this case, R did not receive the reflected message. Similarly, in Figure 3.3c, R did not
receive the reflected message when S was placed at the same distance but at a lower height. Figures
3.3b and 3.3c represent the cases for distance 48 and heights 6 and 3 feet, respectively. In other
words, these cases experienced multi-path effects.
Finally, Figure 3.4 illustrates the noise floor measured by N when S was at a height of 2 feet
and a distance of 48 feet. The figure shows the noise floor measured during the following scenario:
There is no transmission for 35 seconds. S then sends messages at power level 4 for 30 seconds.
This is followed by 5 seconds with no transmissions. S then sends messages at power level 3 for 30
seconds. Then there are no transmissions for 5 seconds. S then sends messages at power level 3 for
30 seconds. Then the experiment concludes with 35 seconds with no transmissions. From the figure,
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Orientation Power PRR at 34’ PRR at 48’

















Table 3.4: Effect of Orientation on PRR
we see that the noise floor is consistent throughout the experiment when there are no transmissions.
The noise floor varied between -92 and -95 dBm, which is well within the noise floor measurements
summarized in Section 3.1.2. This suggests that noise floor had little (if any) effect on our results.
In summary, a minor variation in the height between S and R has a negligible effect when
PRR is in the high- or low-quality regions. Otherwise, the effect is larger as PRR is in the mid-quality
region where it is sensitive to multi-path effects.
3.1.4 Effect of Device Orientation
Signal propagation roughly follows a spherical model. Accordingly, small changes in orien-
tation should not have a sizable impact on packet reception. In this section, we study how varying
a mote’s orientation affects packet reception. This helps us ensure that device orientation does not
influence the quality of the data collected for our models.
We used the same software described in Section 3.1.3. We placed all motes on 4-foot stakes.
N was again placed 6 inches behind R, and S was placed at distances of 34 and 48 feet from R. The
orientation of the sender node varied as follows: (i) S parallel to R (0 degrees), (ii) S rotated 90
degrees clockwise, (iii) S rotated 180 degrees clockwise, and (iv) S rotated 270 degrees clockwise.
Transmission rate, duration, power levels, and radio channel were the same as described in Section
3.1.3. We ran each configuration 5 times, for a total of 120 experiments.
Table 3.4 summarizes the recorded PRR values across the experimental trials. The results
for power levels 2 and 4 for both distances and power level 3 for distance 34 feet are consistent with
our findings from Section 3.1.3. In such trials, changing the orientation of S had negligible effect
on PRR. However, the results are more interesting for power level 3 when the motes were 48 feet
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apart. The effect of orientation is different from that at distance 34 feet. Specifically, for orientations
90 and 270 degrees, PRR largely decreased by 99.29% and 26.27%, respectively. Contrary to our
expectations, PRR increased by 27.16% when S was rotated 180 degrees. (i.e., S was opposite to
R.)
In summary, in our experimental trials, when PRR is in the high- or low-quality regions,
orientation change generally has a limited effect. Otherwise, when PRR is in the mid-quality region,
orientation has a large effect.
3.1.5 Effect of Transmission Rate
In our experiments, the sender mote transmits messages at a specified rate. If the trans-
mission rate is too high, network throughput may decrease due to network saturation2. In this
section, we study the effect of transmission rate variation on PRR. This helps us guarantee that the
transmission rate selected for our experiments had no effect on the data collected.
We used the same software and physical parameters described in Section 3.1.3. The distance
between S and R was 70 feet. S sent messages using power level 14 at rates of 30 and 75 messages
per second for 20 seconds, for a total of 600 and 1500 messages, respectively. The payload size was
20 bytes. We ran the experiments on each radio channel. Each setup was repeated 10 times, for a
total of 320 experiments.
After running the trials for 30 messages per second, the PRR was at 100%, except at the
third trial where it was 99.8%. When S sent 75 messages per second, the results were similar: the
PRR was at 100%, except for the seventh trial where it was 99.9%. We conclude that varying the
transmission rate between 30 messages per second and 75 messages per second, using this payload
size, has a negligible effect, as sending 75 messages per second is well within the maximum data rate
threshold [82].
In summary, our experiments show that transmission rate variations have a negligible impact
on PRR when the rate is well within the allowed data rate. Although sending 75 messages per second
had no effect on PRR, we conservatively choose a transmission rate of 30 messages per second for
our experiments.
2Note that when the transmission rate is too low, network capacity is wasted. However this is not a concern for
us when collecting the data.
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3.2 Link Quality Models
The previous section provided five studies to control other variables affecting link quality,
which we do not include as independent variables in our models. We use the results from these
studies to guide the data collection process for our link quality models.
In this section, we provide the models developed to predict link quality as a function of
inter-node distance and radio power level within specific deployment environments. We start by
discussing the data collection process. We then discuss the experimental parameters used. This
is followed by a discussion of how we filtered the data. We later study the repeatability of the
experiments. We conclude this section by describing the link quality models and discussing their
limitations.
3.2.1 Data Collection
To collect the empirical data for our models, we developed two nesC applications designed
to run on three motes. The first is designed to run on a sender, S, and a receiver, R. We refer to this
application as DC 1. The second application is designed to run on the noise floor data collector, N.
We refer to this application as DC 2. The applications are designed such that R sends messages to
N. We measured noise floor during our experiments to ensure that there was no strong interference
affecting the quality of our data. We discuss this in detail in Subsection 3.2.3.
We also developed three Java applications designed to run on a basestation, B. The first
controls noise floor data collection. We refer to this application as BS 1. The second controls
the main transmission experiment. We refer to this application as BS 2. The third controls data
collection after the transmission experiment is complete. We refer to this application as BS 3.
To run an experiment, we first install DC 1 on S and R, and DC 2 on N. S, R, and N wait for
a control message from B to start execution. (N and R are connected to the basestation via serial.)
Figure 3.5 shows a sequence diagram representing the data collection process. The numbers in the
figure illustrate different operations that can be repeated, as explained later. (It is worth mentioning
that operations on the timeline are not to scale.) We first run the BS 1 application, which sends
a serial message to N to start measuring the noise floor. Upon receiving the message, N begins to
continuously measure the noise floor on the channel used by S and R, and sends the information to B
via serial messages. Operation (1) repeats for the duration of the experiment. We collect an average
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Figure 3.5: Data Collection Sequence Diagram
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of 123 noise floor samples per second (the maximum achievable capture rate). N also marks the end
of transmission for each experimental configuration for S and R. (This will be discussed later.)
BS 1 and BS 2 begin at the same time. BS 2 sends a serial message to R with the parameters
for the experiment, and then terminates. This message includes the following information: (i) initial
radio power level, (ii) final radio power level, (iii) transmission rate, and (iv) period duration (for
each power level). R, in turn, sends this control message via radio to S. Operation (2) repeats until
R receives an acknowledgment. When the control message and its acknowledgment are exchanged
successfully between R and S, S waits for 30 seconds before it starts sending the desired messages for
the first radio power level. After the 30 seconds are over, operation (3) repeats. In this operation,
S sends radio messages at the specified transmission rate for the specified duration. Throughout,
R counts the number of messages received. It also samples and records RSSI, SNR, and LQI when
messages are received. Operation (3) is repeated until the specified number of messages are sent.
When S finishes sending its messages for the first radio power level, it sends a message to R indicating
that it has finished that power level. Operation (4) repeats until S receives an acknowledgment from
R. When the message and its acknowledgment are exchanged successfully between S and R, R saves
the information associated with that power level in a corresponding array location and clears its
counters. R also sends a message to N indicating that the messages for the first power level are
complete. N then sends a serial message to BS 1, which records an end of round marker. S then
waits for 5 seconds before it starts sending the next sequence of messages using the next radio
power level. These steps repeat until the final power level is reached. At this time, N continues to
measure the noise floor for another 30 seconds before it terminates. After noise floor data collection is
complete, BS 1 terminates. Accordingly, operations 1, 3, 4, and 5 are repeated for each experimental
setup (i.e., distance). Operation 2 executes at the beginning of each trial.
To communicate the information stored on R to B, BS 3 executes. This program sends a
serial message to R to instruct it to send the information for each power level. R in turn sends this
information, and the basestation saves it to a file and terminates. Operation (6) represents the steps
performed at the end of each trial to collect all data points stored on R.
It is worth noting that each data point represents the PRR for a certain radio power level
and inter-node distance (within a specific deployment environment). For each data point (PRR), S
sends 30 messages per second for 30 seconds.
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3.2.2 Experimental Parameters
Here we summarize the experimental parameter values considered in our data collection
experiments.
Radio Power Level. We ran the experiments using all available power levels (1 – 31), in
increments of 1 unit.
Deployment Environment. We ran the experiments in an open grass field at Clemson
University, and in a forest environment in the Clemson Experimental Forest. Figure 3.6 shows a
typical deployment in the open grass field. Figure 3.7 shows a typical deployment in the forest. Note
from the figures that S, R, and N were placed on 4-foot wooden stakes to avoid the effect of physical
obstructions from the grass. Further, N and R were placed 6 inches apart. All motes had the same
orientation. For the experiments conducted in the forest, we ensured that the motes were placed
within a clear line of sight. Figure 3.8 indicates the location within the Clemson Experimental Forest
where the experiments were conducted. The location is represented by the red dot on the right side of
the figure. We chose these two environments as they are typical outdoor deployment environments.
The open grass field represents an outdoor environment that is free of physical obstructions, while
the forest represents an outdoor environment containing physical obstructions (i.e., trees).
Inter-node Distance. The distance between nodes was varied between 1 – 416 feet. Note
that according to [82], the radio range is 410 feet. The distance increment applied in each step was
based on the radio power level. For power levels 1 – 3, we varied the distance in increments of 2
feet. For power levels 4 – 16, we varied the distance in increments of 8 feet. For power levels 17 –
31, we varied the distance in increments of 16 feet. Without the increment variation, the number of
required experiments would have been prohibitively large.
Additional distance values were considered based on the data collected using the specified
increment. Specifically, when moving from distance a to distance b using power level x, if the PRR
value appeared to cross a link-quality region (high to mid, mid to low, or high to low), a supplemental
experiment was conducted at a distance c, half-way between distances a and b. This is, in effect, a
binary search on distance to identify link quality changes.
Figures 3.9 and 3.10 illustrate the distances covered for each power level in the field and
the forest, respectively. (Tables 3 and 4 in Appendix B detail the distances covered.) The distances
covered in the forest are relatively sparse. From the experiments, no messages were received beyond
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Figure 3.6: Field Deployment for Data Collection
Figure 3.7: Forest Deployment for Data Collection
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(b) Modified Sample Data After Rerunning Experi-












(c) Modified Sample Data After Running Experiments












(d) Modified Sample Data After Running Experiments
at Distances 3 and 5 Feet (Scenario 2)
Figure 3.11: Filtering Data based on Experiment Reruns
256 feet, as opposed to 416 feet in the open grass field. Accordingly, the furthest distance covered
was 280 feet. We wanted to study the effect of physical obstructions (i.e., the presence of trees) on
link quality, so we conducted our experiments in a dense forest. Experiments were conducted over
20% of the distances covered in the grass field to study the change in link quality after changing the
deployment environment.
3.2.3 Filtering the Data
After all of the experimental data was collected, we applied a filtering process to validate
the data. The first step was to eliminate outliers; the second was to eliminate data points collected
during noise spikes.
Figure 3.11 shows an example of the process applied to eliminate outliers: If a data point was
different from the two “surrounding” data points by more than 20%, the experiment was repeated.
For example, in Figure 3.11a, the PRR data point at a distance of 4 feet differs from the preceding
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distance (2 feet) and the succeeding distance (6 feet) by more than 20% (surrounding distances were
within 20% of one another). Hence, the experiment at distance 4 feet was repeated. If the new data
was consistent with the surrounding data, the old data was replaced with the new data, as shown in
Figure 3.11b. However, if the new data was still inconsistent with the surrounding data points, two
more experiments mid-way between the outlier data point and the surrounding distances were run
(i.e., at distances of 3 and 5 feet), respectively. If the data points were within 20% of distances 2
and 6, we discard the data at distance 4, but keep the data from distances 3 and 5. This is the case
in Figure 3.11c. However, if the data was still inconsistent, all three data points were kept (e.g.,
distances 3, 4, 5 feet), as these data points were no longer outliers. This is illustrated by Figure
3.11d. This approach resulted in 67 reruns and 21 outliers in the field, and 17 reruns and 2 outliers
in the forest.
When examining the noise floor data, we noticed that some experiments were associated
with noise spikes, suggesting external interference in the environment. When examining some of the
corresponding PRR data points, we noticed that they were inconsistent with the PRR data points
collected from the surrounding distances. At these instances, the noise spikes were more than twice
the standard deviation of the noise floor samples.
From the noise floor data and the associated PRR data collected, it was not feasible to
determine whether the spikes in the noise floor occurred at the same time a transmission was
sent/received, hence affecting the collected PRR data. In other words, we could not adjust PRR to
account for noise spikes. Accordingly, we discarded the PRR data collected when spikes in the noise
floor occurred.
To eliminate the data points associated with spikes in the noise floor, we implemented a Java
application that processed all noise samples collected during our experiments. If we found a noise
spike above a certain threshold (i.e., twice the standard deviation above the series), we discarded
the PRR associated with the experiment during which the noise spike occurred.
To determine a noise spike, we consider all the noise floor measurements collected during
a single experimental setup (i.e., one inter-node distance and radio power level). We describe the
process of determining a noise spike through an example. Figure 3.12 represents an example of 100
noise floor samples. The X-axis represents the sample number. The Y-axis represents the noise floor
measurement in dBm. The data is divided into segments of 10 noise floor samples each, resulting



















Figure 3.12: Example of the Noise Filtering Process
1 to 10. The cumulative average and standard deviation are maintained, from the start of the
series through the end of the last processed segment. For example, when processing the noise floor
samples in segment 4, the average and standard deviation for all data points from segments 1 – 3 are
maintained. After reading the noise floor samples associated with segment 4, the average of the noise
floor samples in that segment is calculated (i.e., the average across noise floor samples 31 – 40). If
the average of the noise floor samples in segment 4 is greater than the cumulative average plus twice
the cumulative standard deviation, a noise spike is identified. When processing segment 4 in Figure
3.12, the cumulative average (i.e., the average for segments 1 – 3) is -98.33 dBm, and the cumulative
standard deviation is 0.479. The average of the noise floor samples in segment 4 is -97.4 dBm, which
is greater than the cumulative average plus twice the cumulative standard deviation. Accordingly, a
noise spike is detected. This is consistent with the noise floor samples in the figure, since the noise
floor at sample 35 is -90 dBm, which is indeed a spike in the noise floor. At this point, when a noise
spike is identified, the PRR data associated with the experimental setup is discarded. If no noise
spikes were identified after processing all the noise floor segments, the PRR data associated with
that experimental setup is not discarded. This process resulted in 56 data points being discarded
from the field experiments and 4 data points being discarded from the forest experiments.
After filtering the data using both procedures, we were left with a total of 1,211 and 213
data points for the field and forest, respectively.
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3.2.4 Data Validity
To further validate the data collected from our experiments, additional experiments were
conducted in the same environment, with the same parameters. In this section, we study the
repeatability of the experiments.
We used the same software and physical parameters described in Section 3.2.1. We varied
the distance between S and R from 1 to 100 feet in 10-foot increments. S sent messages at a rate of
75 messages per second for 20 seconds, for a total of 1500 messages. We used all radio transmission
power levels. These settings resulted in 341 different experiments, which comprised one set. We
repeated this set 4 times on different days.
Figure 3.13 summarizes the variation in PRR observed across the 4 experimental sets.
Figures 3.13a, 3.13b, and 3.13c summarize the variation for distances 1 – 100 feet for the low-, mid-,
and high-quality regions, respectively. Each point represents the difference between the maximum
and minimum PRR values recorded across the 4 trials. From Figures 3.13a and 3.13c, we notice
that the variation in PRR is minimal. Specifically, the average PRR variation is 1.285% and 1.14%
for the low- and high-quality regions, respectively. In contrast, Figure 3.13b shows high variability
in PRR. Specifically, the average PRR variation is 78.104% in the mid-quality region.
The minimal variation in PRR in low- and high-quality regions, and the large variation in
PRR in the mid-quality region are consistent with our findings in Appendix A. Further, this data
is consistent with qualitative results reported in the literature [11]. From the figures, we conclude
that PRR tends to be consistent in the low- and high-quality regions. However, PRR exhibits large
variability in the mid-quality region. Accordingly, the data collected from the experiments in the
open grass field and forest can be used in designing the link quality models as long as the data is in
the low- or high-quality regions.
3.2.5 Determining the Link Quality Models
We used the processed data to design two environment-specific empirical models that predict
link quality as a function of radio power level and inter-node distance. Figures 3.14 and 3.15
summarize the processed data collected from the field and forest, respectively. Consistent with our
findings from Appendix A, the link quality falls into three regions – high-, mid-, and low-quality.





































































































Figure 3.13: Variation in Experimental Results
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Figure 3.14: Data Collected from an Open Grass Field

















Figure 3.15: Data Collected from the Clemson Experimental Forest
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         Power Level
Figure 3.16: Field vs. Forest Data
the forest. Notice that the data is consistent in the high- and low-quality regions. However, in the
mid-quality region, some data points in the forest have a higher PRR than their counterparts in the
field and vice-versa. We suspect multi-path effects as the cause.
Using one algebraic model to predict link quality is not feasible given the variation among
regions. Accordingly, for each deployment environment, we provide a model for the low-quality
region and another for the high-quality region. (Designers usually try to avoid the mid-quality
region due to its increased variability [11].) To determine the data points needed for each model,
the data was processed as follows. For each distance, we identified the value a, corresponding to the
highest power level that resulted in a low PRR. Similarly, we identified the value b, corresponding
to the lowest power level that resulted in a high PRR. For the field data, this resulted in 60 and
63 samples for a and b, respectively. The number of a and b data points was different because at
shorter distances, some b values did not have corresponding a values as PRR was in the high-quality
region starting from the lowest radio power level. For the forest data, this resulted in 11 samples
for both a and b.
For each deployment environment, we used the a values and linear regression analysis to
determine the appropriate formula for the low-quality region. The process resulted in the following
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formulae:
• Field: power = 2.213 + 0.0289 ∗ distance
• Forest: power = −0.1674 + 0.0514 ∗ distance
These formulae predict the highest radio power level resulting in a PRR belonging to the low-quality
region for a given distance. The R2 values were 0.85 and 0.892 for the field and forest, respectively.
Similarly, we used the b values and linear regression analysis to determine the appropriate
formula for the high-quality region. This process resulted in the following formulae:
• Field: power = 3.307 + 0.0341 ∗ distance
• Forest: power = 1.4278 + 0.06155 ∗ distance
These formulae predict the lowest radio power level resulting in a PRR belonging to the
high-quality region for a given distance. The R2 values were 0.848 and 0.762 for the field and forest,
respectively.
In these models, radio power level is measured in discrete units, from 1 – 31, and distance is
measured in feet. From the R2 values, the models achieve a good fit to the actual data. Figure 3.17
shows the plots for a and b values, along with the corresponding models for the field experiments.
Similarly, Figure 3.18 shows the plots for a and b along with the corresponding models for the forest
experiments.
Several limitations of the current models should be noted. For example, the results are
limited to a single hardware platform. We do not, for example, expect the models to provide high
accuracy for deployments that operate outside the Zigbee band (i.e., 2.4Ghz). The most significant
limitation, of course, is the models’ restricted focus on interference-free deployment environments.
Given the significant effect of environmental interference on network link quality [11, 64], these
models are likely to provide poor accuracy during periods of high interference.
Summary. In this chapter, we started with the observation that there is little tool support
for accurately predicting wireless link quality prior to network deployment. Accordingly, we developed
two link quality models to predict packet reception as a function of inter-node distance and radio
transmission power in two deployment environments. We started our process with various studies
to control for factors that affect link quality, which we do not include as independent variables in
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Figure 3.18: Link Quality Model Compared to Forest Data
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how the data was filtered and validated. Finally, we provided two piece-wise link quality models




This chapter focuses on a second key challenge developers face when designing embedded
network systems – there are limited frameworks for accurately simulating self-stabilizing algorithms
of the type used in embedded network system applications. This chapter describes SFS3, a simulation
framework designed to overcome this challenge. Section 4.1 describes the architecture of our sim-
ulation framework, including the micro-architectures for three additional features SFS3 supports:
cyclic behavior detection, fault injection, and radio link quality model integration. Section 4.2 de-
tails various case studies focused on applying the framework and illustrating the use of its features.
Section 4.3 evaluates the runtime and memory performance of the framework. Finally, Section 4.4
evaluates the fidelity of the framework when integrating the radio link quality models.
4.1 Framework Architecture
The simulation framework was constructed to enable developers to conduct comprehensive
experimental studies focused on self-stabilizing system behavior [89, 91]. Within this scope, the
framework was engineered to satisfy five objectives. First and foremost, it was designed to provide
a high degree of ease-of-use. For our purposes, this refers to the amount of effort necessary to apply
the framework in the context of a new system study under new experimental conditions (e.g., net-
work topology, execution semantics, fault scenarios). Second, the framework was designed to enable
rapid experimentation on commodity hardware; simulation speed was an important consideration.
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Figure 4.1: System Architecture
ing the supported models of convergence, network topology, execution semantics, fault types, and
reporting options. Fourth, the framework was designed to enable users to identify non-stabilizing
implementations as a debugging aid. Finally, the framework was designed to enable designers to
simulate self-stabilizing algorithms in the presence of environmental effects on wireless performance.
A simplified version of the architecture is represented by the UML class diagram shown in
Figure 4.1. For the sake of exposition, it is useful to partition the constituent components into the
six activity categories that they support: (i) algorithm implementation, (ii) simulator setup, (iii)
simulator execution, (iv) cycle detection, (v) fault injection, and (vi) link quality model integration.
We describe these categories and the components they comprise in the subsections that follow.
4.1.1 Algorithm Implementation
The first step in applying the framework is implementing the algorithm under study accord-
ing to the structural and behavioral requirements imposed by the framework architecture. Recall
that each network processor comprises a set of state elements and a set of guarded actions defined
in terms of those elements. Architecturally, the representation of these sets is supported by two ab-
stract base classes, NodeState (1) and NodeAction (2), respectively1. A derived instance of NodeState
1The numbers are keyed to those shown in the top-left corner of each UML entity in the figure.
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1 public class AlgorithmState extends NodeState {
2 private int m_x, m_x_wc;
3 ...omitted...
4 public int getX() { return(m_x); }
5 public void setX(int x) {




10 public void commit() {
11 m_x = m_x_wc;
12 ...omitted... } }
Listing 4.1: NodeState Subclassing Idiom
is used to represent a set of algorithm-specific state elements, while a derived instance of NodeAction
is used to represent a single guarded action. Hence, to implement a given algorithm, users of the
framework must provide one concrete subclass of NodeState and one or more concrete subclasses of
NodeAction — one subclass for each action.
First consider the design of NodeState. The class defines three member variables2. The
first, id, stores a unique processor identifier assigned by the framework at the point of network
construction. The next two variables, legitimate and dirty, are used to support lazy evaluation of
the processor’s local legitimacy predicate. legitimate stores the most recently calculated value of the
predicate, while dirty signals the need for predicate reevaluation due to a change in a state element
material to the predicate. The isLegitimate() method provides access to the current value of the
predicate, triggering reevaluation if the predicate is flagged as dirty. Reevaluation, if required, is
achieved by invoking the hook method, legitimate(). The default implementation returns true if and
only if there are no actions enabled within the containing node. However, this definition may be
overridden by derived class designers as appropriate to the algorithm under study.
When implementing a new algorithm, derived class designers are responsible for extending
NodeState to capture the state of a processor participating in the algorithm. In doing so, they must
conform to a subclassing idiom imposed by the framework. To understand the idiom and its purpose,
it is best to consider an example: Consider an arbitrary self-stabilizing algorithm. To represent the
state elements required by the algorithm, a derived class designer must implement a subclass of
NodeState based on the template shown in Listing 4.1. For each —say, integer— variable x specified
by the algorithm, the designer must introduce two member variables, m x and m x wc, which together
2For each class, we consider only the most important details, omitting some member variables, accessor methods,
constructors, etc.
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support a transactional approach to state modification. The first variable stores the most recent
committed value of x, while the second stores the most recent write-cached value of x. When reading
the value of x locally or at a neighboring node, the associated guarded actions (objects derived from
NodeAction) rely on getX(), which returns the current committed value. Similarly, setX() is used to
update the cached value of x, and commit() is responsible for assigning, for each x, m x wc to m x.
The transactional approach was adopted to support daemon models that allow a group of nodes to
execute concurrently in a single step (e.g., the distributed daemon, the synchronized daemon). More
precisely, the approach makes it possible to afford single-step read and update semantics across a
group of nodes using a sequential implementation.
In addition to updating m x wc, setX() must flag the legitimacy predicate for reevaluation
if x is material to the predicate. This is accomplished by invoking setDirty(). Finally, the method
must invoke stateChanged() to notify the containing node of the modification. This is required to
support lazy evaluation of predicate guards. Specifically, stateChanged() alerts the framework that
the guard predicates of the target node and its neighbors must be reevaluated to account for the
state change. (This will be discussed further in Section 4.1.3.)
Next, consider the design of NodeAction. The class declares a member variable state, which
maintains a reference to the corresponding state elements. The reference is populated by the frame-
work at the point of network construction. The class does not provide any significant method
implementations of its own. Instead, it declares two abstract methods, guard() and body(), corre-
sponding to the guard and action, respectively. These declarations serve as placeholders that must
be completed by derived class designers as appropriate to the algorithm under study. Local state
elements material to these implementations are accessed via state, which also provides access to
the state of neighboring nodes. This represents the state sharing model in self-stabilization. The
DESAL model [16] is discussed later in Section 4.1.6.
4.1.2 Simulator Setup
To simulate the execution of an algorithm, simulation designers rely on an instance of Sim-
ulator (3). Each simulator object encapsulates a processing engine configured to execute a particular
algorithm under a specified set of configuration options. Both the algorithm and the execution
options are specified via constructor arguments.
The first two arguments to the constructor of Simulator specify the algorithm to be executed
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at each node in the network. The first is an instance of NodeState, and the second is an instance of
Set, containing NodeAction objects, corresponding to the state elements and guarded actions specified
by the algorithm, respectively. The design adopts the Prototype pattern [28]; these arguments serve
as object templates, which are later cloned by the framework to populate the state and behavior
of each network processor. An alternative design may have adopted the Abstract Factory pattern
to enable the simulation framework to construct appropriate derived class objects at each node.
However, this design choice would introduce an additional subclass hierarchy and require algorithm
designers to develop appropriate factory classes for each new subclass of NodeState and NodeAction.
The Prototype pattern avoids these drawbacks.
The next argument specifies an instance of NetworkGraph (5), which is created by GraphFac-
tory (4). NetworkGraph provides an abstraction for representing a planar directed graph (using an
adjacency list). The instance of NetworkGraph passed to the constructor of Simulator is used by the
framework to construct the processor network on which the algorithm will execute. A number of
standard factories are included with the distribution: RandomGF (6) generates random connected
graphs using the Erdös-Rényi G(n, p) model [23]. RandomGeometricGF (7) generates random con-
nected graphs using the standard geometric G(n, r) model [63]. AlphaBetaGF (8) generates random
connected graphs using an ad hoc network graph model [37]. Finally, RandomTreeGF (9) generates
random trees using a simple uniform probability scheme applied to the depth of the tree and the
number of children added at each node. Each of these generators relies on DefaultRandomGenera-
tor (10), an implementation of RandomGenerator (11), to provide its probabilistic behavior. Other
factories are readily added by subclassing NetworkGraphFactory. Note that the Abstract Factory
pattern is appropriate in this context given that the NetworkGraphFactory subclass hierarchy is not
dependent on any other subclass hierarchy (in contrast to the NodeState/NodeAction scenario).
The final two arguments specify the network and action daemons used by the simulation
engine, respectively. In each round of execution, actions are scheduled using a two-step process. In
the first step, the network daemon selects a subset of the enabled nodes for execution. In the second
step, applied at each of the selected nodes, the action daemon selects a subset of the enabled actions
to execute. Each daemon implements the Daemon interface (12); three implementations are provided:
CentralizedDaemon (13), DistributedDaemon (14), and SynchronizedDaemon (15), corresponding to the
centralized, distributed, and synchronized execution models, respectively. (Again, these objects rely
on DefaultRandomGenerator to provide their probabilistic behavior.) Additional models are readily
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Figure 4.2: Basic GUI Interface
added by providing new implementations of Daemon.
To enable data collection and progress reporting, the simulation framework adopts the Ob-
server pattern [28]. Throughout the simulation, Simulator signals events corresponding to the start
of a new simulation, the start of a new round of execution, a change in the number of enabled nodes
or actions, and numerous other events. An interface is then provided for SimulatorObserver (16)
objects to subscribe to these events. The DefaultConsoleReporter (17) implementation supports stan-
dard console output, while DefaultGUIReporter (18) supports graphical reporting (discussed next).
Additional report formats are readily added (e.g., LaTeX, GNUplot, CSV) simply by providing
additional observers.
In addition to the console reporter, the framework includes a simple graphical interface.
The main entry point to the interface is provided by SimulatorGUI (19). The class implements a
wrapper around an instance of Simulator, which provides the core simulation logic, and an instance
of DefaultGUIReporter, which updates the display based on events received from the simulation engine.
A screenshot of the user interface is shown in Figure 4.2. The top-left panel displays the topology
of the processor network. The top-right panel displays various statistics, including the number of
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enabled nodes, disabled nodes, legitimate nodes, etc. Finally, the bottom panel includes real-time
graphs that chart the number of legitimate, illegitimate, enabled, and disabled nodes, respectively.
Each may be selected to display a larger view of the graph (not shown).
4.1.3 Simulator Execution
Simulation is controlled through the Simulator class, which implements the main control loop
of the simulation process. The class provides methods for initiating a new simulation, pausing an
active simulation, resuming a simulation, etc. The implementation relies on an instance of Network
(20), which contains all of the processors participating in the simulation. The process is driven by
repeated calls to execute(), each of which performs a single round of execution on the network. The
process continues until the network stabilizes, as indicated by a true response from stable(), or the
simulation is paused by the user.
When a simulation is initiated, the reset() method is invoked on the corresponding Network
instance to construct the simulated network. This is achieved using the stored state and action
templates (stateTemplate, actionTemplates) passed via the constructor of Simulator; the templates
are used to construct the constituent Node objects (21). The neighbor connections among these
nodes are established based on the NetworkGraph object (topology) constructed by the associated
GraphFactory.
Network attempts to minimize the time spent evaluating the legitimacy and privilege status of
participating nodes. To achieve this, the class maintains four supplemental reference sets: legitimate,
illegitimate, enabled, and disabled, corresponding to the sets of legitimate, illegitimate, enabled, and
disabled nodes, respectively. These sets are initialized when the simulation begins. Later, when
execute() is invoked, the network daemon used to create the simulation engine is used to select
a subset of the enabled nodes to execute. For each selected node, Node.execute() is invoked on
the target to execute a subset of the enabled actions using the appropriate action daemon. Upon
completion, this method returns the set of nodes whose legitimacy and/or privilege status may have
changed as a result of the executed actions. This is easy to calculate: If an action modifies the
state of the target object, its legitimacy and privilege status may be affected. Similarly, since each
of the target’s neighbors may rely on the target’s state to determine their respective legitimacy
and privilege status, neighboring nodes may also be affected. During each round of simulation, the
Network object records the set of potentially affected nodes. At the end of each round, only those
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nodes recorded in the set are reevaluated; the results are used to update the four reference sets.
Given that a relatively small number of nodes are likely to be affected in each round, particularly
in large networks under a centralized or distributed daemon, the design significantly reduces the
amount of processing necessary to track legitimacy and privilege status across the network.
Finally, the Node class represents a single network processor. The class encapsulates the
constituent state elements (state) and guarded actions (actions) and provides methods for evaluating
legitimacy and privilege. Legitimacy is evaluated by a call to legitimate(), which is in turn delegated
to the associated NodeState instance. Privilege is evaluated by a call to enabled(), which adopts a
lazy evaluation strategy similar to that adopted by NodeState in evaluating legitimacy. Specifically,
Node maintains a set of enabled actions, enabled. In the common case, enabled() returns true if and
only if the enabled set is non-empty. If, however, the node is flagged as dirty, the set is reevaluated
before the method returns its response, and the dirty flag is cleared. The flag is set at the target
node each time a stateChanged() event is signaled from the associated NodeState instance — which
occurs each time a state element is modified. Further, all neighboring nodes are flagged as dirty
since a target modification may affect the legitimacy and privilege status of a neighbor.
The framework adopts design decisions that yield three key benefits. First, the framework
provides a high degree of ease-of-use. Simulation designers are able to develop new systems with
only incremental effort — specifically, the effort required to develop subclasses that tailor the base
functionality as appropriate to the new systems. Second, the framework supports rapid experimen-
tation by adopting caching and lazy evaluation strategies that minimize processor usage. Finally,
the framework is inherently extensible. By embracing appropriate patterns and providing a carefully
designed class hierarchy, the framework is extensible along several important dimensions, including
the supported models of convergence, network topology, execution semantics, and reporting options.
4.1.4 Cycle Detection
When an implementation is faulty, or an algorithm is itself faulty, the participating nodes
enter a recurring state sequence without achieving legitimacy. The ability to detect this type of
behavior is beneficial to algorithm designers and framework users.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the design of SFS3’s cycle detection feature, which detects cycles using
a heuristic mechanism. The CycleDetector interface (1) includes the collisionDetected() method, used
to determine if a cycle is suspected in the current simulation. The DefaultCycleDetector class (2)
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Figure 4.3: Cycle Detection Architecture
provides a default implementation of this interface. The class maintains hashCodeMap, a hash table
which maps from network-wide hash codes computed on node state to their occurrence frequency.
After each iteration of the main control loop in Simulator.run(), collisionDetected() is invoked, re-
turning true when there is a hashcode collision, indicating a possible cycle in the network. The
class also provides methods for accessing the total number of collisions per hash code, the hash code
with the maximum number of collisions, the number of unique hash codes, and other similar met-
rics. DefaultCycleDetector maintains a reference to the Network (3) class and invokes getHashCode()
whenever collisionDetected() is called. Network.getHashCode() takes two parameters, x and y, and
returns a hash code corresponding to the entire network. getHashCode() calculates the network hash
code using a simple hash function, a 0 * xid 0 + a 1 * xid 1 + ..., where a 0 and a 1 denote the hash
codes for nodes id 0 and id 1, respectively. The second parameter, y, is passed to getHashCode()
in NodeState (4), where it is used in calculating each node’s hash code as a function of its state
variables. Since the node’s hash function depends on node state, getHashCode() is marked abstract
in NodeState. To enable efficient calculation of the network hash code after each iteration, only
the hash codes corresponding to modified nodes are updated. Accordingly, NodeState maintains
m hashCode, a cached value updated whenever a node’s state is modified.

























































Figure 4.4: Fault Injection Architecture
ing an instance of CycleDetector as argument. After each iteration, the run() method of Simulator
invokes CycleDetector.collisionDetected() to determine if any collisions occurred during the iteration.
run() then invokes checkForCycles(), which determines if non-stabilizing behavior has been detected.
Since Network and NodeState may not provide perfect hash functions, users may specify a collision
threshold, cycleThreshold, to account for false positives (i.e., a network hash collision without an
actual cycle). Determining an appropriate collision threshold depends on the simulated algorithm,
hence it is specified by the user through setCycleThreshold(). checkForCycles() invokes getMaxHashOc-
currence() to determine if the number of collisions of the most frequent hash code is greater than
the specified threshold.
4.1.5 Fault Injection
Fault injection enables developers to analyze the behavior of their algorithms in the presence
of faults. Figure 4.4 illustrates the design of the fault injection facility. At the heart of the facility is
FaultManager (1), responsible for injecting faults into the network via the injectFaults() method. The
method takes a Network object as argument and injects faults into the network. More specifically,
FaultManager maintains a list of Fault (2) objects, faultList. When injectFaults() is invoked, it loops
over the Fault objects in the list and invokes their respective injectFault() methods. Each Fault
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is composed of a FaultAction (3) and a ProbabilityDistribution (4) that governs the occurrence of
the corresponding fault. The injectFault() method of Fault takes a Network instance as argument,
probabilistically injects a fault into the network (triggered based on its probability distribution),
and returns a boolean indicating whether a fault was (actually) injected.
The injectFault() method of Fault injects a fault based on a probability distribution. The
ProbabilityDistribution interface includes the rand() method, which returns a boolean indicating whether
a fault should be injected. SFS3 provides several implementations of ProbabilityDistribution. Uniform-
BooleanDistribution (5) follows a uniform distribution. TrueDistribution (6) is a trivial implementation
that always returns true. AlphaBetaDistribution (7) represents the alpha-beta distribution function
defined by Waxman [94]. Other probability distributions are readily added by implementing the
ProbabilityDistribution interface.
Instances of FaultAction represent a fault to be injected; the interface defines the injectFault()
method, used to inject a fault into the Network object passed as argument. SFS3 provides several
built-in implementations of FaultAction. FailStopFault (8) renders a random node in the network
inactive. IntermittentStopFault (9) also renders a random node in the network inactive. The differ-
ence between IntermittentStopFault and FailStopFault is that nodes stopped by IntermittentStopFault
may become active after a random duration of inactivity, while nodes stopped by FailStopFault are
permanently disabled. BooleanStateFault (10) changes a boolean state variable, passed to the con-
structor and updated via Java Reflection, in a randomly selected node. Similarly, IntegerStateFault
(11) changes the value of an integer state variable in a randomly selected node. The selected node
and the new value of the integer state are randomly selected using DefaultRandomGenerator. The
domain of possible values for the integer variable is set by using the setBounds() method and passing
the lower and upper bounds as arguments. Other faults are readily added by implementing the
FaultAction interface.
To support fault injection, NodeState (12) maintains an active variable indicating whether
a node is active or not. If a node is inactive, it does not participate in the simulation until it is
reactivated (if ever). The methods setActive() and getActive() in NodeState are primarily used by
FailStopFault and IntermittentStopFault.
To enable fault injection, enableFaultInjection() in Simulator (13) is called with a list of Fault
objects passed as argument. In turn, the method creates an instance of FaultManager (faultManager).













































Figure 4.5: Link Quality Modeling Architecture
and IntegerStateFault, designers must specify the fully-qualified name of the state variable to be
modified (e.g., ClassName.m x). Java Reflection is used to inject the corresponding (random) value
changes at runtime. After each iteration of the main control loop in Simulator.run(), injectFaults() is
invoked in Simulator. The method in turn calls injectFaults() on faultManager to inject faults from
the faultList, as appropriate (i.e., following their corresponding probability distributions).
4.1.6 Link Quality Modeling
The framework also includes facilities to model wireless impacts introduced by the deploy-
ment environment, based on the link quality work described in Chapter 3. Users of the framework
may also use their own link quality model as desired. This feature enables designers to simulate
self-stabilizing algorithms in the presence of environmental effects on wireless performance.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the design of the link quality estimation facility. At the heart of the
facility is LinkQualityModel (1), responsible for modeling the communication between any two nodes.
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The framework uses LinkQualityModel to determine whether changes in a node state are communi-
cated to neighbors. Determining whether a message is received is handled by the isReceived() method,
which takes two NodeState objects as arguments. The first acts as a sender node, and the second
acts as a receiver node. Based on the link quality model used, the method determines whether a sent
message is received. We provide two implementations of LinkQualityModel, LinkQualityFieldModel (2)
and LinkQualityForestModel (3). LinkQualityFieldModel represents the link quality model developed
to predict link quality in field deployments. Similarly, LinkQualityForestModel represents the link
quality model developed to predict link quality in forest deployments. Both implementations rely
on accessing the radioPowerLevel and location fields in NodeState (6) through the accessor methods
getPowerLevel() and getCoordinates(). radioPowerLevel and location represent the radio power level
used by the node and its geographic location on a 2-dimensional grid – an instance of Cartesian-
Point (7), respectively. Additional models are readily added by providing new implementations of
LinkQualityModel.
The Simulator (4) class includes the setLQModel() method, which takes an instance of type
LinkQualityModel (lqModel) as argument. When this method is called, it calls the corresponding
setLQModel() method in Network (5), passing lqModel as argument. This enables the link quality
feature, which mimics the DESAL model of communication.
The following classes participate in mimicking the DESAL model: (i) LinkQualityModel,
(ii) Network, and (iii) NodeState. Specifically, the isReceived() and updateNeighborsState() methods
are used from LinkQualityModel and Network, respectively. The updateNeighbor(), clone(), getCoordi-
nates(), and getPowerLevel() methods are used from NodeState. Each NodeState object maintains a
mapping from neighbor identifiers to copies of their respective node state. The following paragraphs
describe how these methods are used.
Recall that each step in the simulation is performed by calling execute() on the Network
instance. After each iteration, the state of each affected node (i.e., each node selected in the
current simulation iteration) is updated by calling commit() on the affected NodeState instances. In
embedded system applications, the state sharing model is not used. Instead, nodes maintain a cache
of their neighbors’ states. Accordingly, at this point, neighbors need to be informed of a change in
a node’s state. This is achieved by passing a message containing the state of the updated node to
its neighbors. This models the implementation strategy in embedded wireless systems, where nodes
send their updated state via radio broadcasts as in [16].
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After commit() executes, udpateNeighborsState() is called on the Network instance to com-
municate the updated state of each affected node to its neighbors according to the link quality
model used (lqModel). Accordingly, for each neighbor of each updated node, updateNeighborsState()
invokes isReceived() on the lqModel, passing the sender and neighbor states as arguments. The isRe-
ceived() methods in LinkQualityFieldModel and LinkQualityForestModel rely on radio power level and
inter-node distance to determine whether a message is received. The isReceived() method in turn
gets the radio power level used by the sender by calling getPowerLevel() on the sender’s state. It
then calculates the distance between the sender and receiver using getCoordinates() and getDist().
Based on the radio power level and inter-node distance, the method uses the link quality model to
determine whether this state message is to be received by the neighbor. If the neighbor receives
the updated state message, it needs to update its copy of the updated state. Accordingly, the up-
dateNeighborsState() invokes the neighbor’s updateNeighbor() passing the sender’s state as argument.
The updateNeighbor() method in turn calls clone() on the affected node state to obtain a shallow
copy of the updated state. It then replaces its old copy with the cloned state. If the message is not
received, the neighbor should not update its copy of the affected node state; it simply keeps its old
copy.
During simulator setup, users can invoke setPowerLevels() on the Network instance to set
the radio power level of all nodes (via NodeState.setPowerLevel()). setPowerLevels() takes as ar-
gument a map of node identifiers and their corresponding radio power levels. Similarly, users
can invoke setNodeLocations() on the Network to set the geographic locations of all nodes (via
NodeState.setCoordinates()). setNodeLocations() takes as argument a map of node identifiers and
their geographic locations as CartesianPoint.
4.2 Case Studies
We now consider four system examples. The first implements an algorithm to elect an
anonymous leader in a tree. The second implements a maximal matching algorithm to match
neighbor pairs in an undirected graph. The third implements a maximal independent set algorithm
to achieve graph coverage. The fourth implements an algorithm to generate a breadth-first spanning
tree.
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R1: if (∃j, k ∈ N(i), j 6= k ∧ xj ≥ xi ∧ xk ≥ xi) then{
if (xi 6= maxj∈N(i){xj}+ 1) then xi := maxj∈N(i){xj}+ 1
if (Pi 6= i) then Pi := i
R2: if (∃!j ∈ N(i) s.t. xj ≥ xi) then{
if (xi 6= xj − 1) then xi := xj − 1
if (Pi 6= j) then Pi := j
R3: if (6 ∃j ∈ N(i) s.t. xj ≥ xi) then{
if (Pi 6= i) then Pi := i
Listing 4.2: Anonymous Leader Election in a Tree
4.2.1 Anonymous Leader Election in a Tree
Listing 4.2 presents the Anonymous Leader Election in a Tree (ALET) algorithm developed
by Xu and Srimani [99]. Each node maintains a node pointer P , which points in the direction of the
leader, or to itself if it is the leader. In addition, each node maintains a counter x, which determines
the priority ranking of the node within its neighborhood. The algorithm consists of three rules. The
first two are responsible for setting the leader; the third is responsible for setting the node pointer
in the direction of the leader. A node is privileged according to R1 if there are two nodes in its
immediate neighborhood with x values greater than or equal to that of the node. If the node is
privileged according to R1, its x variable is set to one more than the maximum value of its immediate
neighbors. In addition, the node pointer is set to itself (i.e., the node becomes a leader). A node
n1 is privileged by R2 if there is exactly one (i.e., ∃!) adjacent neighbor n2 with an x value greater
than or equal to that of n1. If n1 is privileged according to R2, its x variable is set to one less than
that of n2. In addition, the node pointer of n1 is set to n2. Finally, a node is privileged by R3 if
there is no adjacent neighbor with an x value greater than or equal to that of the node. If a node is
privileged according to R3, its pointer is set to itself. When a tree has reached a global legitimate
state, it will contain only one leader; the node pointer will point to itself and its counter will be the
maximum among all nodes in the tree.
To implement this algorithm, we extend NodeState according to the subclassing idiom spec-
ified in Listing 4.1. The state variables are x and p. Neighbor access is provided by NodeState. We
extend NodeAction with three subclasses, one for each rule. Each subclass implements the guard()
and body() methods of the corresponding rule.
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R1: if (Pi → null) ∧ (∃j ∈ N(i))(Pj → i) then set(Pi → j)
R2: if (Pi → null) ∧ (∀k ∈ N(i))(¬(Pk → i)) ∧ (∃j ∈ N(i))(Pj → null) then set(Pi → j)
R3: if (Pi → j) ∧ (Pj → k) ∧ (k 6= i) then set(Pi → null)
Listing 4.3: Maximal Matching
R1: if (ini = false) ∧ (6 ∃j ∈ N(i) : IDj > IDi ∧ inj = true) then ini = true
R2: if (ini = true) ∧ (∃j ∈ N(i) : IDj > IDi ∧ inj = true) then ini = false
Listing 4.4: Maximal Independent Set
4.2.2 Maximal Matching
Listing 4.3 presents the Maximal Matching (MM) algorithm developed by Goddard et al.
[36]. Each node maintains a pointer P , used to point to the matched neighbor. The algorithm
consists of three rules. The first is used to match pairs of neighbors, the second to propose a
possible match, and the third to free a possible match. A node n1 is privileged according to R1 if
its pointer is set to null, and a neighbor n2 points to n1. If n1 is privileged according to R1, it sets
its pointer to point to n2. Accordingly, a pair of neighbors are matched. A node n1 is privileged
according to R2 if its pointer is null, none of its neighbors point to it, and there is a neighbor n2
with a null pointer. If n1 is privileged according to R2, it points to n2 (i.e., one-way matching).
Finally, a node n1 is privileged according to R3 if its pointer points to a neighbor n2, and n2 points
to another node. If n1 is privileged according to R3, its pointer is set back to null (i.e., the matching
is reset since n2 points to another match). The algorithm stabilizes when the maximal number of
nodes are matched.
To implement this algorithm, we again extend NodeState according to the subclassing idiom
specified in Listing 4.1. There is only a single state variable in this case, p. Neighbor access is again
provided via NodeState. We extend NodeAction with three subclasses, one for each rule.
4.2.3 Maximal Independent Set
Listing 4.4 presents the Maximal Independent Set (MIS) algorithm developed by Goddard
et al. [36]. Each node maintains a boolean variable, in, denoting membership in the independent
set, and a unique identifier, ID. There are two rules. The first is responsible for adding a node
to the independent set; the second is responsible for removal. A node n1 is privileged by R1 if it
is not a member of the independent set and there is no adjacent neighbor in the set with an ID
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R1: if (6 ∃j ∈ N(i) : cj = ci + 1 mod ℵ) ∧ (i = r) then{
if (Pi 6= i ∨ Li 6= 0) then Pi := i;Li := 0
ci := ci + 1 mod ℵ
R2: if (6 ∃j ∈ N(i) : cj = ci + 1 mod ℵ) ∧ (i 6= r) then{
if (j = Pi) ∧ (j 6∈Mi ∨ Li 6= Lj + 1) then Pi := k ∈Mi;Li := Lk + 1
ci := ci + 1 mod ℵ
Listing 4.5: Breadth-First Spanning Tree
greater than that of n1. If n1 is privileged according to R1, it joins the independent set. A node
n1 is privileged by R2 if it is a member of the independent set, and there is an adjacent neighbor
n2 in the set with an ID greater than that of n1. If n1 is privileged according to R2, it leaves the
independent set. Rule R2 is responsible for maintaining the independent property of the set, which
requires that no two adjacent nodes be elements of the set.
To implement this algorithm, we again extend NodeState according to the subclassing idiom
specified in Listing 4.1. There is only a single state variable in this case, in, since ID is already
provided in the NodeState class. Neighbor access is again provided via NodeState. We extend
NodeAction with two subclasses, one for each rule.
4.2.4 Breadth-First Spanning Tree
Listing 4.5 presents the Breadth-First Spanning Tree (BFST) algorithm developed by Sri-
mani and Xu [77]. Each node maintains a variable P , which points at its parent in the tree, or itself
if it is the root. Each node also maintains a variable L denoting its level in the spanning tree, and
a positive integer c, denoting a counter. Further, each node maintains a set M representing the
neighboring nodes with the minimum L value. The algorithm relies on two constants. The first, r,
specifies the root of the tree. The second, ℵ, is an integer greater than the number of nodes in the
network. The algorithm consists of two rules. The first is responsible for updating the root of the
tree; the second is responsible for updating non-root nodes. A node i is privileged by R1 if there are
no nodes in its neighborhood with a c value equal to one greater than i’s counter modulo ℵ, and i is
the specified root node. If i is privileged by R1 and its parent pointer P is not pointing to itself, or
its level is not zero, its parent pointer is set to point to itself, and its level is reset to zero. Further,
if i is privileged by R1, its counter c is incremented by one modulo ℵ. A node i is privileged by R2 if
there are no nodes in its neighborhood with a c value equal to one greater than i’s counter modulo
ℵ, and node i is a non-root node. If i is privileged according to R2, and if i’s parent j is not in Mi,
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or i’s L value is not equal to one greater than its parent, P will be assigned a new parent k from
Mi, and i’s L value will be set to one more than its new parent. Further, if i is privileged according
to R2, its counter is incremented by one modulo ℵ.
To implement this algorithm, we again extend NodeState according to the subclassing idiom
specified in Listing 4.1. There are three state variables in this case, P, L, and c. Mi is calculated upon
request; it is dependent on neighbors’ L values. Neighbor access is again provided via NodeState.
We extend NodeAction with two subclasses, one for each rule. Finally, we provide a helper class
BFSTConstants (using a variant of the Flyweight pattern [28]) for ℵ and r. BFSTConstants provides
a more efficient way for the subclasses of NodeAction to maintain ℵ and r.
These sample algorithms implement NodeState.getHashCode() using the hash function m x *
x1 + m y * x2 + ..., where m x and m y are state variables, and x is an integer passed as an argument
to getHashCode().
4.2.5 Results
We ran the first three algorithms using centralized, distributed, and synchronized daemons
on random trees and connected random graphs of varying size, ranging from 100 to 10,000 nodes,
in 100-node increments. The topologies were fixed across all runs for consistency. The three en-
hancement features of the framework discussed above were disabled. Each experiment was executed
10 times, and the average of the number of iterations it took to stabilize was recorded. We used
the state sharing model. The centralized daemon was used to select the enabled actions (after node
selection). Specifically, one enabled action was selected from each enabled node selected by the
various daemons. The experiments were run on a Dell Optiplex 960 with a quad-core processor
running at 2.66 GHz with 8 GB of RAM. The max heap size was set to 4 GB.
Figure 4.6 summarizes the results of the runs. For each graph, the number of nodes is
represented along the X-axis; the number of iterations to stabilize is represented along the Y-axis.
Figures 4.6a, 4.6b, and 4.6c represent the experiments executed using the centralized, distributed,
and synchronized daemons, respectively. From Figures 4.6a and 4.6b, we notice that ALET required
more iterations to stabilize than MIS and MM, which is consistent with the theoretical analyses.
However, ALET was empirically faster to stabilize when compared to its theoretical analysis. This
validates our observation that theoretical analyses, while useful, often yield timing bounds that differ
































































































Figure 4.6: Stabilization Time with Features Disabled
To evaluate the cycle detection feature, we simulated two versions of the BFST algorithm
using the centralized daemon model and a random topology. We used the state sharing model.
We varied the network size from 50 to 1000 nodes, in increments of 50 nodes, and repeated each



































Figure 4.7: Hash Collisions for Correct/Incorrect Implementations of BFST
for accurate comparison.
The motivation for the cycle detection feature came about when experimenting with the
Breadth First Spanning Tree (BFST) algorithm [77]. When simulating the implementation of this
algorithm, the network never stabilized. After several days of investigation, we noticed a typo-
graphical error in the algorithm, which caused the non-stabilizing behavior. This prompted us to
develop the cycle detection feature to aid developers in identifying cycles. For our analysis, we use
the original faulty implementation, as well as the correct implementation of the BFST algorithm.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the effectiveness of the cycle detection feature. We used both a correct
and an incorrect implementation of the BFST algorithm. In the incorrect implementation, the
variable Li in Rule 2 was not updated. We stopped the execution of the incorrect implementation
after reaching the same number of iterations it took the correct implementation to stabilize for the
same network size. The X-axis represents the network size, while the Y-axis represents the number
of collisions for the most frequently occurring network hash code as a percentage of the total number
of network hash collisions. Notice that the percentage of collisions for the incorrect algorithm was
significantly higher than the correct algorithm. The average percentage of hash collisions in the
incorrect algorithm was 92.2%, compared to 1.1% for the correct algorithm. Considering that the
hash function is simple and imperfect, the cycle detection feature is highly effective in detecting
cycles in this case study.
To evaluate the fault injection feature, we used the ALET algorithm implementation. The
experimental setup was similar to that used in evaluating the cycle detection feature. The faults




















































Figure 4.9: Number of Iterations to Stabilize Starting from a Stable State
Pi. Faults were injected following a uniform probability distribution provided by the UniformBoole-
anDistribution class. On average, one fault was injected every other iteration.
Figure 4.8 summarizes the number of iterations required for stabilization. Note that the
number of iterations required to stabilize was the smallest for the fail stop case. This is because a
fail stop fault causes the network size to decrease, which affects the number of required iterations.
Specifically, the size of the stable network was 47% of its starting size, on average. Further, notice
that there is no significant difference in the number of iterations required for stabilization among
the intermittent stop fault, integer state fault, and no fault cases.
Figure 4.9 summarizes the number of iterations required to achieve stabilization after in-
jecting faults into an initially stable network. After the network achieved stabilization, one fault
was injected. This affects the node on which the fault was injected as well as its neighbors. The
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algorithm executes to achieve stabilization. Meanwhile, one fault is injected every other iteration,
on average. Again, notice that the speed of conversion was the fastest for the fail stop case, for the
same reason discussed previously. Upon stabilization the network size was on average 45% of its
original size.
The previous simulations and results are representative of the types of analyses SFS3 en-
ables. In short, the simulator can be used to not only simulate self-stabilizing algorithms, but to
alert developers when non-stabilizing behaviors occur, and to assist in better understanding the
performance of algorithms in the presence of faults.
4.3 Performance Evaluation
We now consider the performance of the framework based on two metrics: CPU time and
memory consumption. We follow the same experimental setup described in Section 4.2.
Figure 4.10 summarizes CPU time across the experimental trials for the first three algorithms
discussed in the previous section with none of the three feature extensions enabled. The number
of nodes simulated in each experiment is represented along the X-axis in each graph; CPU time
is represented along the Y-axis, in milliseconds. Figures 4.10a, 4.10b, and 4.10c correspond to
experiments run using the centralized, distributed, and synchronized daemons, respectively. We
note that MIS running on a connected random graph took more time to run than MIS running on a
tree. This is mainly because a node in a connected random graph has more neighbors, on average,
than it would in a random tree. This directly affects guard evaluation, which relies on neighbor
state. This observation is similar for the other daemons.
Figure 4.11 summarizes memory consumption for the first three algorithms with none of the
three feature extensions enabled. The number of nodes is represented along the X-axis; the maximum
allocated heap size is represented along the Y-axis, in MB. Figures 4.11a, 4.11b, and 4.11c correspond
to experiments executed using the centralized, distributed, and synchronized daemons, respectively.
The average allocated heap is 26, 30, and 22 MB for the centralized, distributed, and synchronized
daemons, respectively. Similarly, the minimum allocated heap is 3, 6, and 3 MB, respectively. The
maximum allocated heap is 131, 157, and 144 MB, respectively. We conclude from these figures that
the memory requirements to use our framework are acceptable for most desktop systems.




































































































Figure 4.10: CPU Time with Features Disabled
was enabled. For each setup, we simulated the correct implementation of the BFST algorithm and
compared the CPU time required for stabilization with and without the cycle detection feature
enabled. Again, the seeds for all random number generators were identical across the runs. From









































































































Figure 4.11: Memory Consumption with Features Disabled
Specifically, the minimum overhead was 5 milliseconds for a 50-node network; the maximum overhead
was 6,711 milliseconds for a 950-node network. The average overhead was 2,597.3 milliseconds, which
we view as acceptable.






















































Figure 4.13: Memory Consumption with Cycle Detection
ture. From the figure, we note that using the cycle detection feature adds little overhead. Concretely,
there was an anomalous memory improvement of -10.3MB for a 1000-node network when the cycle
detection feature was enabled compared to the memory consumption when the feature was disabled.
We attribute this improvement to the non-deterministic timing of the Java garbage collector. The
maximum overhead was 22.9MB for a 800-node network, and the average overhead was 2.2MB,
acceptable for most desktop systems.
Figure 4.14 summarizes the CPU time required to achieve stabilization with each fault
type injected, as well as with no faults injected. Again, we fixed the seeds for all random number
generators used in the simulation. Notice from the figure that simulations with fail stop faults
yielded the least CPU usage. We attribute this to the decreased network size.




















































































































































Figure 4.18: CPU Time for Link Quality Estimation
achieve stabilization after injecting faults into an initially stable network (i.e., a network that was
allowed to stabilize before starting to inject faults), respectively.
Figure 4.17 summarizes the memory consumption of the simulator with each fault type
injected, as well as with no faults injected. Again, we fixed the seeds for all random number
generators used in the simulation. We note that CPU time and memory consumption were generally
higher for state faults due to the cost of using Java Reflection [27].
We evaluated the performance of the link quality feature by simulating the ALET algorithm
using the centralized daemon. We used a random tree topology augmented with geographic data.
Concretely, nodes were randomly placed on a 2-dimensional grid, such that neighbors were approx-
imately 40 feet apart. Figure 4.20 shows an example 50-node tree. (Note that this figure is not to
































Figure 4.19: Memory Consumption with Link Quality Estimation
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Figure 4.20: An Example of a 50-node Tree
to determine the appropriate distance between neighbors (40 feet) for the chosen radio power level.
Similar to the previous experimental setup, we varied the network size from 50 to 1000 nodes, in
increments of 50 nodes. Each experiment was executed 10 times, and the average CPU time and
memory consumption were calculated.
Figure 4.18 illustrates the average CPU time over the trials when the link quality feature was
enabled. For each setup, we simulated the ALET algorithm and compared the CPU time required
for stabilization with and without the cycle detection feature. From the figure, we note that using
the cycle detection feature adds little overhead in terms of CPU time. Specifically, the minimum
overhead was 1 millisecond for a 50-node network; the maximum overhead was 45 milliseconds for a
950-node network. The average overhead was 22.4 milliseconds, which we view as acceptable.
Finally, Figure 4.19 summarizes memory usage across the trials when using the link quality
feature. From the figure, we note that using the link quality feature adds minimal overhead. Con-
cretely, there were anomalous memory improvements of up to -8.84MB (e.g., for a 850-node network)
when the link quality feature was enabled. We attribute this improvement to the non-deterministic
timing of the Java garbage collector. The maximum overhead was 5.88MB for a 500-node network,
and the average overhead was 0.13MB, acceptable for most desktop systems.
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4.4 Environmental Reliability
We now consider the accuracy of the framework when including the link quality feature. To
assess the reliability of the simulator, we simulated the ALET and MIS algorithms on two topologies
with different network sizes and compared the simulation results with results obtained from physical
network deployments.
For the physical network deployments, we implemented three applications in nesC for
TinyOS 2.x. The first application implements the algorithm of interest. (We refer to this appli-
cation as AlgApp.) The second application, executed on a separate mote, N, serves as the noise
floor collector. (We refer to this application as NoiseApp.) The noise floor data is collected to
ensure that there is no strong interference (since the link quality models do not account for inter-
ference). The third application, executed on another mote, R, serves as a relay. (We refer to this
application as RelayApp.) The RelayApp is responsible for controlling the start of the applica-
tion to ensure that all motes start execution together. It also sends any state messages exchanged
between motes to the basestation for logging.
Two desktop Java applications were also implemented. The first controls the noise floor data
collection application and logs noise floor data. (We refer to this application as BS NF.) The second
controls the start of the main experiment and logs all state messages exchanged in the network. (We
refer to this application as BS Relay.) This application ensures that all motes start executing the
algorithm at the same time. Also, it logs all state messages sent from R on behalf of the nodes in
the network for later analysis.
To run an experiment, we first install AlgApp on the network nodes, NoiseApp on N, and
RelayApp on R. All nodes are then in a ready state, waiting for a command from the basestation
to start execution. We connect N and R via serial to the basestation.
We first run the BS NF application. It in turn sends a serial message to N to start measuring
the noise floor. Upon receiving the serial message from the basestation, N continuously measures the
noise floor level on the channel used by the network and sends the information to the basestation
via serial. We collect an average of 123 noise floor samples per second (the maximum achievable
capture rate).
As soon as BS NF starts running, BS Relay executes. It sends a serial message to R,
which is relayed to the network, causing it to start execution of the algorithm. While the algorithm
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Table 4.1: Noise Floor Measurements
is executing, R passively listens to the messages exchanged between the nodes and sends these
messages to the basestation for logging using the BS Relay application.
For the algorithm application, each node maintains the state of its neighbors. When a node
receives a radio message, it indicates that the state of one of its neighbors (i.e., the sender node) has
changed. Accordingly, the node updates its copy of the neighbor’s state, evaluates its own guards,
and executes an enabled action if applicable. If an enabled action executes, it indicates that the
node’s state has changed. Accordingly, the node sends its updated state via radio to its neighbors.
This process continues until the network stabilizes. When the network stabilizes, no further messages
are exchanged, and execution terminates.
For the ALET algorithm, the radio message broadcast by each node consisted of the node
id, the algorithm specific variables, x and p, the number of messages received from neighbors, and
the number of times the action for each rule executed. For the MIS algorithm, the radio message
consisted of the node id, the algorithm specific variable, in, the number of messages received from
neighbors, and the number of times the action for each rule executed.
We executed each algorithm on star and tree topologies. Nodes used radio power level 3 for
sending their node state updates. Each topology was tested with 5 and 10 nodes. Neighbors were
placed approximately 5 feet apart. All motes were placed on 4-foot wooden stakes to avoid physical
obstructions. Further, all motes had the same orientation. We executed these algorithms in an open
grass field. Each experiment was executed 5 times, for a total of 40 experiments.
Figures 4.21 – 4.24 illustrate the setup for our experiments. Figures 4.21a – 4.24a illustrate
the network topologies used in our experiments. Each node includes its identifier, as well as its
geographic location on a grid, measured in feet. Figures 4.21b – 4.24b show the physical deployments.
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(b) Field Deployment
Figure 4.24: Tree Topology of 10 Nodes
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Algorithm Topology Number of Nodes Framework Field Consistency (%)
ALET
Star
5 4.4 4 90
10 11 9 77.8
Tree
5 5 4 75
10 14.6 14 95.7
MIS
Star
5 2 2 100
10 2 2 100
Tree
5 3 3 100
10 4 5 80
Table 4.2: Number of Iterations to Stabilize: Framework vs. Field Deployment
Table 4.1 illustrates the average noise floor for each experimental setup. Notice that the
noise floor is similar throughout the runs, consistently within an acceptable range. There appears
to have been no strong interference.
We ran the same experiments using the simulation framework, with the same network
topology (both logical and physical). We used radio power level 3 and the link quality model
corresponding to the open grass field (LinkQualityFieldModel). Based on the network layout, the
radio link quality should be in the high quality region for all neighbors. We ran each experiment 5
times.
Table 4.2 illustrates the number of iterations to stabilize. The first column represents
the algorithms we ran. The next two columns represent the network layout. The fourth column
represents the average number of iterations it took each algorithm to stabilize when using the
simulation framework. This number is the average over five runs. Similarly, the fifth column
represents the average number of iterations it took each algorithm to stabilize when we ran the
experiments in the field. This number is the average over 5 runs. We calculate the stabilization
time as the maximum number of iterations reported by all nodes in the network. Finally, the last
column indicates the accuracy of the simulation framework when compared to the field deployments.
It is worth mentioning that throughout the runs, all node states from the framework were identical
to those from the field. Specifically, the same leaders were chosen in ALET, and the same nodes
belonged to the maximal independent set in MIS. From the last column, we notice that the framework
provides a high degree of consistency with the physical trials. On average, the simulation framework
achieves 89.8% consistency in our study.
From our studies, SFS3 serves as a valuable tool for designers to experiment with various
algorithms. Further, SFS3 enables developers to study the effect of the deployment environment on
algorithm behavior without the need for an actual network deployment.
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Summary. In this chapter, we started with the observation that there are limited frame-
works for accurately simulating self-stabilizing algorithms of the type used in embedded network
system applications. To this end we developed SFS3, a framework for simulating self-stabilizing
algorithms. The framework is designed with extensibility and ease-of-use in mind. We extended the
framework with three features. The first serves as a debugging aid by detecting non-stabilizing be-
havior. The second enables designers to examine algorithm behavior under various faults. The third
leverages the link quality models from Chapter 3 to provide more realistic simulation of algorithms
when used in embedded network systems. We tested the framework with various algorithms and




In this chapter, we present elements of related work. Section 5.1 discusses work related to
link quality prediction. We survey different techniques for predicting link quality and modeling its
dynamics. Section 5.2 provides a survey of network simulators and network simulation frameworks.
We conclude by highlighting selected embedded network simulators.
5.1 Link Quality Prediction
5.1.1 Dynamics
The dynamics of link quality variation are well-studied. Several authors have considered the
relationship between link quality and distance [11, 12, 71]. For example, Cerpa et al. [11] classify
link quality into three classes: low, mid, and high-quality. The authors reach several conclusions.
First, high-quality links are stable over time. Second, the time of day does not affect link quality.
Third, due to the stability of high-quality links, finding multiple routing paths is more costly than
it is beneficial. Finally, low- and high-quality links are not affected by packet size as much as mid-
quality links. While the authors study various factors affecting link quality, they do not consider the
effects of deployment environment or transmission power on PRR. In other work [12], the authors
confirm that links in the low- and high-quality regions of a network tend to exhibit increased stability
over their mid-quality counterparts. The authors also show that inter-node distance affects packet
reception rate. These findings are consistent with our experimental findings reported in Chapter 3.
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Reijers et al. [68] present the results of a comprehensive experimental study to evaluate the
factors that influence link quality. Experiments are run in an indoor building, a tennis court, and a
field-hockey pitch. In their results, the authors observe the same behavior we described in Chapter
3; link quality falls into high-, mid-, and low-quality regions. The authors find that links between
nodes have an 88% chance of being symmetric, approximately. Finally, the authors conclude that
RSSI is not always a good indicator of link quality, especially when link quality is poor. This is one
of the reasons our empirical models use PRR as a measure of link quality.
Son et al. [75] study the effect of radio transmission power on radio link quality. From their
experiments, the authors find that increasing radio transmission power increases the aggregate radio
link quality in the network only to a certain threshold, since increasing transmission power results
in consuming more network capacity. Another observation is that longer distances between nodes
may exhibit better link quality than shorter distances. This is mainly due to multi-path effects
resulting from the indoor environment where the experiments were run. The authors also study the
effect of physical obstructions on radio link quality by placing nodes in different locations in offices
in a building. Varying node location leads to variations in link quality because of the presence of
physical obstructions (i.e., desks and chairs). Finally, the authors conduct experiments at different
times of the day and find that radio link quality varies according to the building occupancy where
the experiments are conducted.
Ahmed and Fisal [1] study the packet reception rate in underground deployments. The
authors use an underground testbed where they place TelosB motes at different depths. The motes
report signal strength to a connected laptop. The authors note that the signal strength varies with
the logarithm of distance. Further, the PRR drops significantly with increased depth due to the
absorption of radio waves by soil, rock, and water. The results are based on experiments run at
depths of 0, 10, and 20 cm underground.
Ren et al. [69] study radio link quality in wearable health monitoring systems. The authors
study the effects of radio transmission power, body posture, and environment on link quality. Data
is collected from experiments in which a user places a mote on his/her body and changes body
posture from sitting to standing to walking. The authors consider three environments: a lab room,
a grass field, and a corridor. Due to the difference in deployment environments, as well as body
motion, PRR is lower at shorter distances when compared to the results we obtained.
Hauer et al. [38] study the effect of 802.11b wireless networks on radio link quality in
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wearable networks. The authors generate controlled traffic using two laptops that communicate
wirelessly. The authors find that wireless communication between the laptops has a negative effect
on radio link quality. Generating more 802.11b wireless traffic leads to an increased noise floor,
which in turn leads to increased packet loss. It is worth mentioning that the authors limit their
experiments to urban environments.
Chakeres and Belding-Royer [13] study the impact of message size on link quality, as mea-
sured by the probability of packet reception. The authors use hello messages to determine link
connectivity in wireless networks. They find that sending small-sized hello messages does not give
an accurate indication of link connectivity since data messages are normally larger in size. Accord-
ingly, increasing the size of hello messages gives a more accurate indication of link connectivity when
sending data messages.
Seada et al. [71] study various energy-efficient forwarding strategies for routing in lossy
wireless sensor networks. They introduce a forwarding strategy based on the product of PRR and
distance. The authors compare different routing strategies and find that theirs achieves higher
delivery rates while maintaining energy efficiency. The routing strategies considered include (i)
greedy forwarding, where packets are forwarded to the node closest to the destination provided that
the PRR is greater than 0; (ii) best reception neighbor, where packets are forwarded to the neighbor
with the highest PRR; (iii) absolute reception-based, where packets are sent to nodes that have PRR
above a certain threshold; and (iv) distance-based, where packets are forwarded to nodes with a
distance less than a certain threshold. The authors evaluate their results through mathematical
analysis, simulation, and empirical experiments. From their experiments, the authors conclude that
PRR is a good metric for evaluating a radio channel condition.
5.1.2 Prediction
Other authors have considered model-based approaches to link quality prediction. Most
similar to our work is that of Zuniga and Krishnamachari [104]. The authors present a detailed
analytical analysis of wireless link quality, with a focus on delimiting the transitional region in
low-power embedded networks. The resulting model yields packet reception rate as a function of
distance, power, and the encoding and modulation of the radio. The achieved accuracy is comparable
to our models; the empirical derivation corroborates their theoretical analysis. It is important to
note, however, that use of their model requires signal decay, noise, and other parameters, some of
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which must be gathered through empirical analysis. Hence, while their model offers uniformity and
generality, our models are more likely to provide immediate value to sensor network developers.
Leskovec et al. [45] describe a regression-based model to predict link quality as a function
of inter-node distance, but focus on particular deployments. Their approach is coordinate-based,
yielding the expected PRR between two nodes given their coordinate positions. While the approach
is interesting, especially in its application to noisy environments, it is not generalized. Individual
models must be developed for each deployment context, network topology, and transmission power
setting. Our models, on the other hand, are applicable to typical outdoor deployment environments
(i.e., open grass fields and dense forests) that are free of interference.
Xu and Lee [98] present a regression algorithm for on-line estimation of link quality. The
algorithm relies on the link quality of a node’s geographically neighboring nodes to estimate link
quality to other nodes. In other words, the model uses spatial correlation to estimate link quality.
While the model can be used to dynamically adjust routing protocols, it relies on the network being
deployed before estimating link quality. The drawback of this approach is that a better network
layout can be achieved given a priori knowledge of the estimated link quality. Unlike our models,
this knowledge cannot be obtained through the authors’ algorithm.
Cerpa et al. [12] provide a probability density function that characterizes the relationship
between distance and link quality. The authors use the absolute physical location of nodes on a
grid, as well as the relative physical proximity of nodes and their neighbors to represent distance.
One drawback of the model is that the authors do not account for physical obstructions, although
the data was collected from experiments run in environments that include physical obstructions.
Liu and Cerpa [49] use a three-phase model for predicting the estimated link quality between
nodes. The authors collect PRR data from two indoor testbeds. The data is used as input for
training a prediction model using machine learning. This model is then used by the network to
adjust message routing. This approach suffers from several limitations. First, the authors rely on
indoor data to train their model, which may render the model inaccurate in outdoor deployments.
Second, the prediction model does not adapt well to network conditions outside its training set.
Finally, the authors rely on the users to provide their own model for various network conditions.
This may be a burden on the users and would in turn limit the model adoption.
Kamthe et al. [43] describe a statistical approach to modeling link quality variation over
time. The authors develop a model for use with the TOSSIM simulator [47]. The authors collect
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PRR data from a testbed in an indoor lab. The data collected is used as a training set to a learning
algorithm used to predict packet reception over time. The authors use two different statistical
models simultaneously, one for modeling short-term link quality dynamics, and another for long-
term dynamics. The authors’ model is limited as it provides packet reception prediction for at most
12 hours. This work is different from ours as the authors provide a statistical model to describe the
correlation between successive packet failures and receptions. Our work on the other hand provides
a model for predicting radio link quality.
Son et al. [76] provide an experimental study of concurrent transmission in wireless sensor
networks. In their experiments, the authors use CC1000 radios and Mica2 motes. The authors study
the effect of two types of interference on PRR: (i) interference introduced by a single interferer and
(ii) interference introduced by multiple interferers. The authors provide a regression model to map
signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) to PRR for the CC1000 radio hardware. The authors
also model the SINR threshold required to guarantee successful message delivery and find that the
threshold changes according to signal power and radio hardware, but does not depend on node
location. This is not a surprising result since inter-node distance and not physical location (within
the same environment) should have an influence.
Lin et al. [48] develop an Adaptive Transmission Power Control (ATPC) algorithm. ATPC
attempts to minimize power consumption in embedded networks by adjusting the transmission power
across each link to the minimum level required to maintain a desired link quality. The algorithm
assumes a linear model that estimates link quality as a function of transmission power. Model
coefficients are calculated using online regression techniques and recalibrated when the model’s
performance becomes out-of-sync with the network.
5.2 Network Simulation
A number of network simulators have been discussed in the literature. There are relatively
few efforts focused on sensor network simulators, and even fewer focused on simulation frameworks.
In this section we survey some of the most significant efforts reported in the literature.
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5.2.1 Network Simulators
Neufeld et al. [59] introduce nsclick, a simulator designed to bridge the gap between net-
work simulation and deployment in ad hoc networks. The main problem nsclick solves is that an
application generally needs to be implemented twice, once in a language specific to the simulator in
use and once as the deployable application. The authors integrate the Click Modular Router and
ns-2 simulator to produce nsclick [60]. The Click Modular Router is a framework that allows users
to configure various routing elements; Click is a specific implementation of the framework. Users of
nsclick do not need to reimplement the simulated application for deployment as long as the target
operating system supports Click. nsclick is limited to simulating network routing protocols.
Keshav [44] introduces REAL, a network protocol simulator on which ns [60] was originally
based. REAL is designed to simulate wide area networks with a focus on simulating the transport
layer of the TCP model. REAL is divided into two modules: the server and the client. The client
module includes the user interface. Users of REAL set up their simulation through the client. A
simulation scenario is then sent to the server to be simulated, and results are sent back to the client
to be visualized. The simulation is carried out on one machine. REAL is limited in scalability as
simulated networks are bounded at 100 nodes.
Wang et al. [93] provide Orion to evaluate the power consumption and performance of
interconnected networks. Orion simulates the power consumption of low-level microarchitecture
elements, including transistors and switching activities. Designers can use Orion to investigate
trade-offs between different configurations of a microarchitecture, compare traffic patterns on a
network, and evaluate a new microarchitecture in terms of performance and power consumption.
The authors provide custom power models for some components, and use power consumption data
from datasheets of other components. Orion is different from our work as it focuses on the simulation
of low-level elements.
5.2.2 Network Simulation Frameworks
Bajaj et al. and Zeng et al. [9, 100] introduce GloMoSim, a library for sequential/parallel
simulation of large wireless networks that enables comparison of different protocols at any given layer.
GloMoSim is composed of APIs, each simulating a particular protocol in a specific layer. Through
their defined APIs, users can select the various protocols to be simulated at each layer. GloMoSim
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follows a modular design since communication between APIs follows a well-defined approach. To
use GloMoSim, a user determines the location of nodes in the simulated network. The user then
determines whether a sequential or parallel simulation is desired. In the case of parallel simulation,
the user selects between three available synchronization algorithms and indicates the number of
processors, as well as the mapping between nodes and processors.
Riley [70] describes GTNetS, a multi-layer network simulation library that supports in-
tegrated simulation of protocol stacks, routers, and end-user applications. The simulator is imple-
mented as a class library in C++ that includes popular protocols for application, transport, network,
and link layers. These protocols can be simulated in isolation or used as components in user-defined
simulation scenarios. To apply the simulator, users develop applications that construct the appro-
priate objects from the library to represent the various layers of the OSI model involved in each
simulation. The architecture relies on inheritance to enable users to specialize the system behavior
as appropriate to particular scenarios.
Dobre and Stratan [19] introduce MONARC, a Java framework for simulating large-scale
distributed data processing systems. MONARC follows a layered architecture comprising a simula-
tion engine, inner layers composed of simulation-independent components (e.g., representing CPU
units, databases, networks), and outer layers composed of simulation-specific components (e.g., rep-
resenting scheduling algorithms, jobs, data replication algorithms). These outer components are
specialized by the user as appropriate to each simulation scenario. The simulator is principally
focused on supporting the analysis of orchestrated data production, replication, and transport ac-
tivities.
Garćıa et al. [30] introduce PlanetSim, a discrete event framework designed to simulate
peer-to-peer overlay networks. Similar to our architecture, PlanetSim is a customizable, extensible,
object-oriented Java framework that embraces design patterns, such as Singleton, Composite, and
Factory [28]. Again, the architecture is layered — in this case, consisting of application, overlay,
and network layers. To apply the framework, an application is constructed to instantiate each layer
of the network using the appropriate library classes, or by instantiating user-supplied subclasses
appropriate to the desired simulation scenario.
Chatzigiannakis et al. [14] introduce DAP, a C++ class library for simulating distributed
algorithms. DAP consists of three main components: (i) a simulation engine responsible for orches-
trating simulation activities, (ii) a graphical user interface for presenting simulation results, and (iii)
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libDAP, a library that provides services required by the simulation engine. Users of DAP interact
directly with libDAP to configure the simulator according to the desired simulation scenario. While
DAP supports application-specific customization via subclassing, the system suffers from scalability
and efficiency problems as a result of its reliance on a large number of independent system processes.
The above efforts are representative examples culled from an enormous literature base fo-
cused on network simulation. In contrast, there has been little work focused on supporting the
simulation of self-stabilizing systems. The closest effort to our work is that of Müllner et al. [57].
The authors introduce SiSSDA, an Erlang-based framework for simulating self-stabilizing algorithms
and evaluating fault tolerance metrics in a distributed fashion. SiSSDA consists of five modules:
(i) a server, which selects the (physical) processors to be activated in each round of the simulation,
(ii) a fault injector, which introduces transient faults during the simulation, (iii) a client, which
implements the self-stabilizing algorithm to be simulated, (iv) a fault environment, which monitors
a global legitimacy predicate, and (v) a logging facility, which enables postmortem analysis of sim-
ulation trace data. Each scenario is described by a SiSSDA configuration file that specifies (i) the
algorithm to be simulated (a user-supplied Erlang module extended from the client module), (ii)
the probability distribution to be used for fault injection, (iii) the network topology, and (iv) the
global legitimacy predicate that defines termination. Each simulation begins by opening two shells
— one in server mode and another in fault injection mode. SiSSDA is differentiated from our work
by its relatively narrow focus on the evaluation of tolerance metrics in the presence of faults. It is
not designed to simplify the expression of self-stabilizing algorithms, or to test the algorithms under
various models of execution. Further, SiSSDA does not support the detection of cyclic behavior or
provide environment-specific simulation.
5.2.3 Network Simulators with Wireless Sensor Network Extensions
Varga [87] introduces OMNeT++, an extensible discrete event simulator of computer net-
works and distributed systems. To support extensibility, OMNeT++ uses simple modules as building
blocks. These modules can be combined to form compound modules. To use OMNeT++, users are
required to use NET, a declarative language, to define the simple modules, compound modules, the
manner in which modules communicate (e.g., message passing), and the network they form. Glaser
et al. [34] introduce PAWiS, a simulation framework for wireless sensor networks based on OM-
NET++. PAWiS focuses on simulating the power consumption of hardware and software modules
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used in sensor networks. Users of PAWiS are required to write a script that describes the network
layout, hardware modules in each node (e.g., sensors/actuators), and environmental parameters
(e.g., presence of trees or walls). Users must provide models of signal propagation as a function of
distance. Users must also provide power models for the various hardware components, such as the
radio and any attached sensors. The authors use models provided by users to determine signal to
noise ratio and simulate packet collision and radio path loss. After simulation is complete, the power
consumption of the simulated network is visualized and analyzed. At this stage, users can determine
how to optimize power consumption. PAWiS is different from our framework as environment depen-
dent calculations used in the simulation are based on theoretical analyses, which have been shown to
be different from empirical behavior. Our work, on the other hand, is based on empirical behavior
to provide more realistic representations of deployment environments. Further, PAWiS focuses on
simulating the power consumption of hardware and software modules. PAWiS does not support the
simulation of self-stabilizing algorithms. Finally, PAWiS is limited in scalability.
Miller et al. [53] introduce J-Sim, a simulation and animation environment developed in
Java for simulating process interactions and event scheduling. J-Sim includes five main packages:
(i) queue, for including different queues needed during the simulation process, (ii) statistics, for data
collection and analysis, (iii) variate, for random number generation, (iv) process, for modeling inter-
actions among processes, and (v) event, for modeling event scheduling. Users of J-Sim are required
to instantiate the objects required in the simulation and provide implementations for abstract meth-
ods in the classes used in the specified simulation. Sobeih and Hou [74] introduce a framework built
upon J-Sim to simulate node interactions and event scheduling in sensor networks. The framework
categorizes nodes as either sensor, target, or sink. The framework includes power models for the
battery, CPU, and radio, as well as radio propagation models. Users of the framework must write a
script to specify the simulation parameters, node placement, and network connectivity.
5.2.4 Wireless Sensor Network Simulators
Girod et al. [32] introduce EmSim, one of the earliest simulators for wireless sensor networks.
EmSim is part of the EmStar suite. EmStar is a software environment for developing wireless sensor
networks that run on 32-bit microservers. At the heart of EmStar lies a microkernel extension
to Linux. The remainder consists of supporting libraries, services, and tools. The libraries allow
users to interact with the microkernel. The services provide time synchronization, networking, and
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sensing capabilities. The tools support emulation, simulation, and visualization. EmSim, EmCee,
and EmView are the supporting simulator, emulator, and visualizer, respectively. Native code for
the target processor is simulated on virtual nodes running in parallel on the same machine.
EmSim is based on a hybrid approach that uses both simulation and emulation, using
EmCee. As input, EmSim takes a configuration file that includes node identifiers, network positions,
and other parameters. During simulation, EmSim allows users to change the node configurations,
including device position to study the effect of these changes on the simulation. To provide more
accurate simulation of the radio, EmCee can be used to substitute simulated radio models with real
radio channels on two testbeds. The first testbed is composed of 55 Mica2 [52] motes attached to
a ceiling in a 4-foot grid. The second is a portable testbed composed of 16 Mica2 motes. While
EmCee yields more accurate experimentation over radio links, the experiments are not reproducible.
When first developed, EmStar supported only applications developed in its software environ-
ment. Accordingly, Girod et al. [33] developed EmTOS to extend EmStar and include heterogenous
systems composed of both motes and microservers. EmTOS supports the simulation of both nesC
and EmStar applications. It provides a wrapper library that encapsulates nesC applications so they
can utilize services of the EmStar system. When using EmTOS, each node has a simulation con-
figuration file defining node location and orientation, the radio channels used, and the software to
execute on the node. During execution, EmTOS logs messages from both motes and microservers
for later visualization and analysis. Data collected during simulation can then be analyzed and visu-
alized by EmView. While EmSim and its extensions allow developers to use actual radio models for
more accurate experimentation, they are limited to those resulting from testbed experimentation,
which could significantly vary from radio models for outdoor deployment environments.
Polley et al. [65] introduce ATEMU, a wireless sensor network simulator that includes both
emulation and simulation. A node’s processor, timer, and radio chip are emulated, while inter-node
communication is simulated. ATEMU is composed of two components: a simulation core and a
debugger. The simulation proceeds as all nodes are advanced by one cycle, instructions are executed
on each node if applicable, interrupt queues are checked for available interrupts, and nodes’ timers
are advanced. The debugger allows users to step into each instruction in their simulated application
to monitor code execution. Users of ATEMU must provide an XML specification of the node layout,
node hardware components, and links to application code. The main limitation of ATEMU is its
high computational cost.
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Levis et al. [47] introduce TOSSIM to provide accurate and scalable simulation of wireless
sensor networks. TOSSIM simulates actual application code to avoid the need for reimplementing
simulated applications. TOSSIM consists of five modules to achieve the following tasks: (i) translat-
ing hardware interrupts into simulator events, (ii) replacing low-level components by their equivalent
simulator components, (iii) providing hardware abstractions, (iv) providing radio and ADC models
to simulate inter-node communication, and (v) providing TCP/IP communication services to enable
PC applications to control the simulation. To increase simulation accuracy, TOSSIM uses hardware
emulators for the ADC, clock, EEPROM, and radio. Users of TOSSIM can simply compile their
nesC code using a specific flag and then run TOSSIM, which is part of the default TinyOS distri-
bution. The main drawback of TOSSIM is that it does not provide accurate simulation down to
the clock cycle. Although TOSSIM overcomes the scalability limitations of ATEMU, it does not
simulate applications at the low-level of ATEMU.
Shnayder et al. [73] introduce PowerTOSSIM, which extends TOSSIM to overcome the
latter limitation. PowerTOSSIM is the first scalable simulator that provides accurate power con-
sumption estimates. PowerTOSSIM provides a TinyOS module, PowerState, that calculates the
power consumption of hardware peripherals, such as EEPROM, sensors, LEDs, and the radio. The
hardware emulators of TOSSIM are modified to call commands on PowerState to log the power
consumption of hardware peripherals. The commands in PowerState are implemented based on
accurate measurements (using an oscilloscope) of the actual power consumption of the hardware
peripherals. PowerTOSSIM implements supporting components that measure the power consump-
tion of (i) radio communication primitives, such as sending and receiving messages, (ii) EEPROM
activities, such as read and write operations, and (iii) CPU execution (per instruction). Accurate
power consumption estimation of the CPU is the most challenging component of PowerTOSSIM.
To calculate CPU power consumption, application binaries are instrumented, and basic blocks are
extracted. The basic blocks are then translated to their corresponding assembly instructions. The
number of CPU cycles in each block is calculated, and the total cycle count for each simulated mote
is derived. PowerTOSSIM overestimates and underestimates certain CPU commands, which makes
the accuracy of predicting power consumption vary.
Titzer et al. [84] introduce Avrora, a scalable cycle-accurate wireless sensor network simula-
tor developed in Java. Avrora overcomes the limitations of both ATEMU and TOSSIM. It is scalable,
overcoming ATEMU’s performance limitations, and cycle-accurate, overcoming TOSSIM’s accuracy
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deficiencies. Avrora simulates application binaries. Nodes are simulated using a Simulator class.
Each node is modeled as a Java thread with an event queue; events represent hardware interrupts.
After each simulated instruction, the queue is checked to determine if an event should be fired. When
simulating radio communication, Avrora faces two problems. The first is the sampling problem, in
which a simulated node may sample RSSI before all transmissions influencing RSSI have been sent
(via the simulator). The second is the send-receive problem, in which a simulated receiver node may
execute beyond a received message, while the simulated sender node has not yet transmitted the
message. The sampling problem is solved using a wait-for-neighbors approach, in which a global
data structure maintains the progress of each node; a node waits to inspect RSSI until the global
data structure indicates that all relevant transmissions have been sent. The send-receive problem is
solved using a synchronization interval approach, in which each node blocks after a certain interval
and waits for all other nodes to reach the same local simulation time. Specifically, an interval rep-
resents the number of cycles it takes to transmit one byte (i.e., 3,072 cycles). This delay preserves
the causality relationship between senders and receivers.
Jin and Gupta [42] introduce PolarLite, which improves the speed of Avrora by exploiting
radio and MAC characteristics to decrease the number of node synchronizations during simulation.
The first speedup is achieved when the radio is off. When a node’s radio is off, the earliest possible
communication time is predicted. No synchronization is needed until the radio wakes up and can
actually be used to send and receive messages. The time it takes for the radio to wake up is larger
than the 3072-cycle synchronization interval used by Avrora. Exploiting radio off time results in a
speedup of 2 to 3 times when simulating networks consisting of up to 256 nodes. The second speedup
is achieved by exploiting the MAC-level backoff time. No messages are sent during a MAC backoff
period, hence no synchronization is needed. To determine the backoff time, a probing mechanism
based on instruction-level pattern matching is used. This technique exposes the instructions related
to MAC-level backoff during simulation. The backoff time is calculated accordingly. Exploiting the
MAC backoff time results in a speedup of 1.1 to 1.3 times when simulating networks consisting of
up to 64 nodes.
Jiang et al. [41] introduce SnapSim, which improves the performance of Avrora even fur-
ther. SnapSim is a distributed cycle-accurate simulator based on Avrora, and does not adhere to a
fixed synchronization interval. SnapSim surpasses the performance of Avrora by 2 to 10 times for
typical wireless sensor network applications. Similar to PolarLite, the improvement in performance
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is the result of reduced synchronizations. Specifically, the number of synchronizations is reduced
to the number of transmissions in the simulated run. To achieve this, SnapSim relies on optimistic
simulation with backtracking and re-execution. When a simulation begins, each node saves a snap-
shot (i.e., a clone of the simulation thread) and probes for the next global nearest transmission time
(i.e., the earliest transmission in the network). Nodes that pass the global nearest transmission
time backtrack to the latest snapshot and re-execute until they reach the new nearest transmission
time. After reaching the global nearest transmission time, nodes update their snapshots and con-
tinue probing for the next global nearest transmission time. This algorithm improves simulation
speed without affecting accuracy. Specifically, SnapSim improves the performance of Avrora up
to 4,000 times for applications with low radio utilization and between 2 and 10 times for typical
network-centric applications.
Wen et al. [95] introduce DiSenS, a distributed, cycle-accurate simulator. It is more scalable
than TOSSIM and faster than Avrora, capable of simulating hundreds of nodes in real time, and
thousands of nodes a bit slower. The distributed nature of DiSenS is different from that of Avrora.
While nodes in Avrora are simulated as Java threads, in DiSenS, simulation is distributed over
multiple clusters, and each cluster is capable of simulating multiple nodes. Node communication
is simulated by inter-cluster communication. DiSenS uses a cycle-accurate hardware emulator to
emulate an ATmega128L microcontroller, on-board flash, serial ID chip, radio chips, LEDs, and
sensor boards. DiSenS also provides various pluggable radio and power models. This allows users
to experiment with various models to achieve the desired simulation speed, scalability, and fidelity.
Similar to any distributed simulator, node synchronization is necessary. To reduce synchronization
overhead, DiSenS uses node partitioning for parallel execution. Nodes that are likely to communicate
together are grouped in the same cluster to minimize inter-cluster communication.
Varshney et al. [88] introduce SenQ, which extends the QualNet [81] simulator to support
the simulation of sensor network applications. The extension is composed of two main modules,
a discrete event network simulator (DES) and a sensor node emulator (SN). The DES includes an
event queue, an event scheduler, various event handlers, and a simulation clock. It follows the typical
discrete event simulation architecture. The SN emulator includes models for the operating system
running on a sensor node, hardware devices, and corresponding drivers (e.g., radio, hardware clock,
and ADC). Users can add operating system models. As a result, users can compare application
performance as a function of the operating system. To increase simulation fidelity, SenQ includes
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models of sensing phenomenon, battery power, and clock drift. Compared to the preceding simula-
tors, SenQ provides models for battery power and clock drift. Further, it allows users to compare
application performance while taking into account the effects of the operating system. However,
SenQ is limited to simulating a network of 1,000 nodes.
Österlind et al. [61] introduce COOJA, a discrete event simulator that simulates a sensor
network across multiple levels – network, operating system, and machine code. This in turn enables
users to tune their algorithms, enhance operating system modules, and improve their implementa-
tions. High-level network simulations are run in Java. Users can add their own radio models for
network-level simulations. After simulation is complete, users can port their code to the Contiki
operating system [21] to support operating system-level simulation. To achieve this, users provide
COOJA with a configuration file describing, for each node, the available memory and supported
hardware peripherals. During simulation, COOJA uses plugins that allow direct access to Contiki.
This allows users to dynamically interact with the simulation. Users can also influence simulation
by altering the configuration file without changing the underlying source code. Machine code in-
structions are emulated using MSPSim [24], a Java-based emulator for the MSP430 microcontroller.
An emulated node is allowed to run for a certain duration. Emulation results are passed to the
simulator to determine the next node to be emulated. COOJA supports the simulation of all three
levels at the same time (i.e., different nodes can be simulated at different levels). COOJA has also
been extended to support accurate network-scale power profiling [25]. Contiki’s power consumption
model and MSPSim are modified to provide more accurate power consumption modeling with mini-
mal overhead. Power consumption is modeled by measuring how long a hardware component spends
in various operating modes. The results are multiplied by the pre-measured power consumption of
the corresponding components/nodes.
Park et al. [62] introduce SensorSim, built on ns-2 [60]. SensorSim provides the ability to
model the power usage of sensor nodes and use real sensor data in the simulation. The authors
provide two models. The first is a function model to represent the software modules (e.g., net-
work protocol stack, middleware, and sensor protocol stack), while the second is a power model to
represent the power usage of various hardware components (e.g., CPU, radio, and sensors). Sen-
sorSim uses a hybrid simulation approach where sensor readings from real nodes are used as input
during simulation. SensorSim is different from our framework as it is specific to simulating power
consumption in sensor networks.
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Sundresh et al. [79] introduce SENS for simulating actual application binaries for wireless
sensor networks. SENS follows a layered architecture where components can be extended to provide
simulation-specific functionalities. SENS consists of the following components: (i) environment, to
model the deployment environment; (ii) application, to simulate the software running on a node;
(iii) network, to simulate radio communication; and (iv) physical, to simulate sensors and a node’s
power consumption. SENS uses information about the environment to determine radio propagation
characteristics when simulating inter-node communication in environments including grass, concrete,
and walls. The authors use experimental results and theoretical models to determine signal propa-
gation. The authors model the deployment environment as a 2-dimensional grid of tiles. They then
use the propagation model to determine the signal strength at each tile in the path from sender
to receiver. Environment behavior is re-computed at each run, which negatively affects simulation
speed. Although the authors use empirical results in their simulation, the results are limited in scope.
Specifically, the experimental results determine the range of connectivity, but do not determine link
quality among nodes. Instead, this information is determined using theoretical models, which have
been shown to be inaccurate in predicting radio communication.
Despite the various advances, none of the prior work in this area focuses on simulating




New applications of embedded wireless systems are being developed everyday. These ap-
plications are notoriously difficult to design if network redeployment is to be avoided. We have
identified two key challenges encountered in the design phase of embedded wireless system develop-
ment. First, there are limited tools for accurately predicting radio link quality in embedded networks.
This results in unpredictable application behavior in developed systems. Second, there is limited
tool support for simulating self-stabilizing algorithms. Such algorithms are used to recover from the
faults that occur in these applications. These two problems make developing robust applications
difficult. In the sections that follow, we summarize our contributions and highlight the expected
impact of our contributions on the development of more robust embedded network systems.
6.1 Contribution Summary
We have presented the following contributions:
Contribution 1 – Link Quality Models. The behavior of embedded network systems
depends largely on radio link quality. Without a priori knowledge of link quality, reliable system
behavior is difficult to achieve. As a result, designers often develop applications characterized by
unpredictable wireless behavior.
We have developed environment-specific empirical models for predicting radio link quality
that consider two factors affecting link quality: inter-node distance and radio transmission power.
The models help developers understand the behavior of radio links in open grass fields and dense
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forests, representative of a large number of network deployments. Hence, designers should be better
able to develop applications that yield predictable performance. For example, designers will be able
to use the models to determine which node layout and radio transmission power yield high perfor-
mance for a given deployment site. Additionally, by adjusting radio transmission power, designers
will be able to prolong application lifetimes by saving energy without sacrificing performance.
Contribution 2 – Simulation Framework. Existing simulation tools cannot easily be
used to simulate self-stabilizing algorithms in the context of embedded network systems. On the one
hand, existing simulators for embedded network systems are not designed to support the expres-
sion and simulation of self-stabilizing algorithms. Accordingly, the expression of such algorithms
is not an easy task. On the other hand, simulators of self-stabilizing algorithms are not tailored
for embedded network systems. Accordingly, we have developed a framework for simulating self-
stabilizing algorithms of the type used in embedded network systems. The framework was designed
with extensibility and ease-of-use in mind.
In addition to simulating self-stabilizing algorithms, the framework includes three supple-
mental features. First, to assist developers in testing their applications, the framework includes fault
injection capabilities to enable testing in the presence of faults. Second, the framework provides the
ability to detect cyclic behavior to warn designers of flaws in their algorithms or the corresponding
implementations. Finally, to increase simulation fidelity, we incorporate the link quality models from
Contribution 1. Hence, simulations can be tailored to the target deployment environment. Users
can also extend the framework by adding their own models. This helps developers detect design
faults specific to the deployment environment, which can help avoid network redeployment.
6.2 Expected Impact
We believe that these contributions will have a significant impact on the design of em-
bedded network applications. First, the radio link quality models will enable designers to develop
applications with predictable performance, leading to fewer network redeployments. Second, the
simulation framework will enable designers to more easily simulate self-stabilizing algorithms, test
the algorithms in the presence of faults, and detect non-stabilizing behavior. Further, the frame-
work incorporates the link quality models to provide environment-specific simulation. This will help




Appendix A Initial Link Quality Model
Here we present a preliminary link quality model that ultimately informed our final results
[92]. We present field experiments designed to evaluate the relationship between transmission dis-
tance, transmission power, and wireless link quality in outdoor, obstruction-, and interference-free
deployments. The model is restricted to Tmote Sky devices [55] and TinyOS 1.x. We use the
resulting data to develop a piece-wise regression model of wireless link quality.
A.1 Experimental Design
To gather data for our initial model, we performed experiments using Tmote Sky [55] motes.
All experiments were performed in an outdoor field adjacent to the Clemson campus. The field is free
of obstructions and isolated from existing network infrastructure, limiting the possibility of external
interference. The field is approximately level throughout the experimentation space. A photo of the
site showing one of the hardware configurations tested is shown in Figure 1.
Each experiment was performed by executing a test application installed on 2 motes de-
ployed in the field. One device was attached to a laptop through the mote’s USB connection. The
second mote was placed at a set distance from the first, using the same device orientation, ensuring
that the internal antennas were similarly aligned. Each device was placed on a 4.5” riser to avoid
any small obstructions (e.g., stones, grass). When activated by the controller on the connected
laptop, the test application instructs the attached device and its associated neighbor to broadcast 8
packets per second at a specified transmission power for 60 seconds. The application includes a time
synchronization phase to help ensure accurate message count per radio power level. A small random
delay is introduced at each mote to prevent persistent collisions resulting from the synchronization.
Each device records the number of incoming and outgoing messages. Dividing the number of packets
received on a link by the number of packets sent on the link yields the associated PRR.
The test application was executed at all possible power levels (1 – 31) in increments of 1
unit (variable through the dBm range). Thirty-three transmission distances were considered, ranging
from 1’ to 65’ in increments of 2’. This yielded a total of 1,023 experimental configurations. The
results of these experiments formed the foundation of our initial model.
To ensure consistency, batteries were replaced at the start of every second distance incre-
ment. Voltage tests on the discarded batteries showed insignificant energy consumption at this
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Figure 1: Experimentation Site
replacement frequency. While we were unable to control for temperature or time of day, all exper-
iments were conducted in fair weather, ranging from 45oF to 75oF. Alkaline batteries were used
across all experiments; impact on battery chemistry is insignificant in this temperature range.
A.2 Experimental Results
The raw experimental results are presented in Tables 1 and 2. Each row corresponds to a
particular transmission distance, measured in feet. Each column (beyond the first) corresponds to a
particular transmission power setting. Table 1 represents odd power levels, while Table 2 represents
even power levels. For each pair of motes, A and B, there are two radio links to consider, one in
each transmission direction. To simplify the presentation, we average the PRR across the links to
compute an aggregate value for the mote pair. The value in each cell in Tables 1 and 2 denotes this




1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31
1 100 100 100 99 99 100 100 99 100 99 100 100 89 100 100 99
3 0 100 100 100 99 100 99 100 99 100 100 99 100 100 100 99
5 0 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 100
7 0 100 100 100 100 94 99 100 99 100 100 95 99 94 100 100
9 0 100 99 100 99 99 99 100 99 100 100 100 99 99 100 99
11 0 87 100 99 99 99 100 99 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
13 0 36 100 88 100 100 99 93 100 100 99 99 99 100 100 100
15 0 0 100 100 100 100 100 89 99 100 100 100 100 99 99 100
17 0 0 92 100 100 100 100 91 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99
19 0 0 36 99 100 100 93 99 99 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
21 0 0 35 99 100 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 99 99
23 0 0 0 22 98 99 89 100 99 100 100 99 99 97 100 99
25 0 0 2 95 100 99 100 100 100 99 100 100 99 100 100 86
27 0 0 0 0 23 87 98 99 99 100 100 100 100 100 99 100
29 0 0 0 0 43 89 99 99 99 99 100 100 100 100 84 99
31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 38 39 54 83 96 89 86 93
33 0 0 0 0 0 7 77 79 79 97 98 99 99 95 99 99
35 0 0 0 0 0 2 28 84 94 100 100 100 99 100 100 100
37 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 21 49 54 76 93 97 91 80 76
39 0 0 0 0 0 12 56 88 93 99 98 99 99 99 99 98
41 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 23 38 68 80 93 81 91 91 99
43 N/A 0 0 0 0 0 15 65 80 91 94 99 98 99 100 98
45 0 0 0 0 0 0 35 61 66 99 99 100 99 100 94 95
47 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 61 88 99 99 99 99 91 96
49 N/A 0 N/A 0 0 0 1 3 1 1 3 14 40 45 N/A 79
51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 2 1 75 36 90 91 61 93
53 0 0 0 0 0 1 39 84 98 99 99 100 99 100 99 100
55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 60 77 96 99 99 99 98
57 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 11 22 10 11 53 54 56 52
59 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 12 N/A 39 28 35 20 10
61 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 N/A 15 27 5 N/A N/A N/A N/A
63 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 38 54 49 56 84 96 79 98 99
65 0 0 0 0 0 0 60 94 98 89 99 99 99 99 99 99
Table 1: Experimental Results: Impact of Distance and Power on PRR (odd power levels)
Distance
Power
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
1 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 99 99 99 100
3 92 100 100 99 100 100 99 100 99 100 99 99 100 100 99
5 0 96 99 100 99 100 100 100 100 99 91 99 100 99 100
7 0 84 100 100 100 99 99 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99
9 0 86 100 98 99 99 100 99 100 99 100 99 100 100 99
11 0 100 100 99 87 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 100
13 0 99 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 99
15 0 99 100 99 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 100
17 0 94 94 100 100 100 100 100 99 96 100 100 100 97 99
19 0 25 44 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
21 0 31 42 100 100 100 99 99 96 100 100 100 100 99 100
23 0 0 0 98 98 99 100 100 100 100 100 99 99 100 99
25 0 1 4 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
27 0 0 0 7 29 98 97 99 100 99 100 100 99 100 99
29 0 0 0 53 77 99 99 86 100 100 99 99 100 99 99
31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 22 82 87 94 89 90 90
33 0 0 0 0 0 50 76 96 88 99 100 99 99 100 100
35 0 0 0 0 0 40 46 95 97 100 99 100 99 100 100
37 0 0 0 0 0 3 6 38 28 77 93 90 98 98 96
39 0 0 0 0 0 49 53 93 94 99 99 100 99 100 99
41 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 58 76 94 97 88 99 89 96
43 0 0 0 0 0 9 6 88 48 98 87 100 100 100 100
45 0 0 0 0 0 26 5 96 95 99 98 100 100 96 95
47 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 83 56 100 99 100 99 100 100
49 0 0 0 0 0 N/A 0 0 8 27 66 71 68 80 60
51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 4 47 30 84 87 69 96
53 0 0 0 0 0 32 46 98 99 99 100 100 99 100 99
55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 23 82 84 99 99 99 99
57 N/A 0 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 0 N/A N/A N/A 1 2 21 29
59 N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 N/A 14 1 N/A N/A 37
61 0 N/A 0 0 0 0 0 3 12 8 N/A 44 16A 16 67
63 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 12 40 68 59 98 83 88 98
65 0 0 0 0 0 45 20 94 99 99 100 99 100 100 99
Table 2: Experimental Results: Impact of Distance and Power on PRR (even power levels)
results are missing. In each experiment, one device transmits its results to the basestation via
radio. In some cases, transmission errors presented collection problems, accounting for the increased
frequency of missing data with increased transmission distance. We corrected this problem in our
application for the models presented in Chapter 3.
A scatter plot of the results appears in Figure 2. Transmission distance is measured along
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Figure 2: Experimental Results
the X-axis, transmission power along the Y -axis, and packet reception rate along the Z-axis.
Observations. Examining the results presented in Table 1, Table 2, and Figure 2, three
distinct link quality regions emerge: (i) a low-quality region, (ii) a mid-quality region, and (iii) a
high-quality region. The low-quality region corresponds to those combinations of distance and power
where the packet reception rate is close to 0%. This region is captured by the large diagonal block
of 0s in the bottom-left corner of Tables 1 and 2, as well as the flat group of points at the base of
the scatter plot in Figure 2. Similarly, the high-quality region corresponds to those combinations of
distance and power where the packet reception rate is close to 100%. This region corresponds to the
large block of high values in the top-right corner of the tables, and the flat group of points at the top
of the scatter plot. The mid-quality region corresponds to the area between the two regions, shown
as samples “falling” from the high-quality region to the low-quality region in Figure 2. We note
that the relative size of the mid-quality region increases with distance; it is a floating transitional
region between low- and high-quality link regions. Further, we note that the low- and high-quality
regions are relatively stable; they exhibit little variability. The mid-quality region, on the other
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hand, exhibits significant variation in link quality. As we discussed in Chapter 5, these results are
consistent with experiential evidence reported in the literature.
A.3 Empirical Model
Our initial goal was to develop a regression-based model applicable across all distance and
power combinations. However, the exaggerated PRR variability in the mid-quality region prevented
us from finding a formula that offered a suitable goodness-of-fit. Accordingly, we attempted to
develop a piece-wise formula for each of the low-, mid-, and high-quality regions. Yet due to the
increasing size of the (highly variable) mid-quality region with distance, we were unable to identify
a formula applicable to all distances. The highest R2 value achieved was 0.361 for the low-quality
region, indicating a poor goodness-of-fit. As a result, we attempted to further subdivide our piece-
wise formula by considering each distance in isolation. This resulted in a distance-specific model,
which does not scale to other distances. Further, while the model provided a good fit, it included
a variety of both linear and non-linear regression formulae, which do not conform to physics-based
models.
While some limitations are shared, the initial mode is more restrictive than the model
discussed in Chapter 3. For example, the model is restricted to open grass fields. The model also
favors predictive accuracy over theoretical agreement. Further, in an attempt to produce an accurate
model, the model became too fine grained, which hindered the applicability of the model. Finally,
with the introduction of TinyOS 2.x, a new radio MAC protocol is in use, which renders our model
obsolete.
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Appendix B Data Collection Experiments
Table 3 details the distances covered at each power level for the experiments conducted in
the field. Table 4 details the distances covered at each power level for the experiments conducted in
the forest.
Power Level Distances Covered
(units) (feet)
1 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15
2 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15
3 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24,
26, 28, 30, 32, 36, 38, 40, 41, 42, 44, 46, 47, 48, 50, 52
4 1, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 58, 62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72, 74, 76, 78, 80, 82, 84, 86, 88, 90, 94, 96, 100,
104, 108, 112, 116, 120, 124, 128, 132, 136, 140, 144, 148, 152, 160, 168, 176, 184, 192, 200, 208
5 1, 8, 16, 24, 40, 48, 56, 58, 62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72, 74, 76, 78, 80, 82, 84, 86, 88, 90, 94, 96, 104,
108, 112, 116, 120, 124, 128, 132, 136, 140, 144, 148, 152, 160, 168, 176, 184, 192, 200, 208
6 1, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 58, 62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72, 74, 76, 78, 80, 82, 84, 86, 88, 90, 94, 96, 100,
104, 108, 112, 116, 120, 124, 128, 132, 136, 140, 144, 148, 152, 160, 168, 176, 184, 192, 200, 208
7 1, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 58, 62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72, 74, 76, 78, 80, 84, 88, 96, 104, 112, 120,
128, 136, 144, 148, 152, 156, 160, 168, 172, 180, 184, 192, 200, 208, 216, 224, 232, 240, 248,
256, 264, 272, 280, 288, 296, 304, 312
8 1, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 60, 64, 70, 74, 76, 78, 80, 84, 88, 96, 104, 112, 120, 128, 136, 144,
152, 160, 168, 176, 184, 192, 200, 208, 212, 220, 224, 232, 240, 248, 256, 264, 268, 272, 276,
280, 284, 288, 292, 296, 304, 312
9 1, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 60, 64, 70, 72, 74, 76, 78, 80, 84, 88, 96, 104, 112, 120, 128, 136, 144,
152, 160, 168, 176, 184, 192, 200, 208, 212, 220, 224, 232, 240, 248, 256, 264, 268, 272, 276, 280,
284, 288, 292, 296, 303, 312, 376, 384, 392
10 1, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 60, 64, 66, 68, 70, 74, 76, 80, 84, 88, 96, 104, 112, 120, 128, 136,144,
152, 160, 168, 176, 184, 192, 200, 208, 212, 220, 224, 232, 240, 244, 248, 256, 264, 268, 272, 276,
280, 284, 292, 296, 304, 312, 320, 368, 376, 392
11 1, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 60, 64, 70, 72, 76, 80, 84, 88, 96, 104, 112, 120, 128, 136, 144, 152,
160, 168, 176, 184, 192, 200, 208, 216, 220, 224, 228, 236, 240, 244, 252, 260, 264, 268, 272,
276, 280, 288, 292, 296, 300, 304, 312, 320, 328, 332, 336, 340, 344, 352, 360, 364, 368, 373,
376, 384, 392, 400, 408, 416
12 1, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 60, 64, 66, 70, 72, 76, 80, 84, 88, 96, 104, 112, 120, 128, 136, 144, 152,
160, 168, 176, 184, 192, 200, 208, 216, 224, 228, 236, 240, 244, 252, 256, 264, 272, 280, 288, 292,
300, 304, 316, 324, 328, 332, 336, 340, 348, 356, 360, 364, 372, 376, 384, 388, 396, 400, 408, 416
Table 3: Distances Covered per Power Level in the Field
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Power Level Distances Covered
(units) (feet)
13 1, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 56, 60, 64, 66, 70, 72, 76, 80, 84, 88, 96, 104, 112, 120, 128, 136, 144, 152,
160, 168, 176, 184, 192, 200, 208, 216, 224, 228, 236, 240, 244, 252, 256, 264, 272, 280, 288, 292,
296, 300, 304, 308, 312, 316, 320, 324, 328, 332, 340, 344, 348, 352, 356, 360, 364, 372, 376, 380,
384, 388, 392, 396, 400, 408, 416
14 1, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 60, 64, 66, 70, 72, 76, 80, 84, 88, 96, 104, 112, 120, 128, 136, 144,
152, 160, 168, 176, 184, 192, 200, 208, 216, 224, 228, 236, 240, 244, 256, 264, 272, 280, 288, 292,
296, 300, 304, 308, 312, 316, 320, 324, 332, 336, 340, 344, 348, 352, 356, 360, 364, 369, 372, 376,
380, 384, 388, 392, 396, 400, 418, 416
15 1, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 56, 60, 64, 68, 72, 76, 80, 84, 88, 96, 104, 112, 120, 128, 136, 144, 152,
160, 168, 176, 184, 192, 200, 208, 216, 224, 232, 240, 248, 256, 264, 272, 280, 288, 296, 300, 304,
308, 312, 316, 320, 324, 328, 332, 336, 340, 344, 352, 356, 360, 364, 368, 372, 376, 380, 384, 388,
392, 396, 400, 408, 412, 416
16 1, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 60, 64, 68, 72, 76, 80, 84, 88, 96, 104, 112, 120, 128, 136, 144,
152, 160, 168, 176, 184, 192, 200, 208, 216, 224, 232, 240, 248, 256, 264, 272, 280, 288, 296,
320, 344, 352, 360, 368, 376, 384, 392, 400, 404, 408, 412, 416
17 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192, 208, 224, 240, 256, 272, 288, 304, 320,
336, 352, 368, 384, 400, 416
18 16, 32, 48, 64 ,80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192, 208, 224, 240, 256, 272, 288, 304, 320,
336, 352, 368, 384, 400, 416
19 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192, 208, 224, 240, 256, 272, 288, 304, 320,
336, 352, 368, 384, 400, 416
20 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192, 208, 224, 240, 256, 272, 288, 304, 320,
336, 352, 368, 384, 400, 416
21 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192, 208, 224, 240, 256, 272, 288, 304, 320,
336, 352, 368, 384, 400
22 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192, 208, 224, 240, 256, 272, 288, 304, 320,
336, 352, 368, 384, 400, 416
23 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192, 208, 224, 240, 256, 272, 288, 304, 320,
336, 352, 368, 384, 400, 416
24 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192, 208, 224, 240, 256, 272, 288, 304, 320,
336, 352, 368, 384, 400, 416
25 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192, 208, 224, 240, 256, 272, 288, 304, 320,
336, 368, 384, 400, 404, 412, 416
Table 3: Distances Covered per Power Level in the Field (continued)
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Power Level Distances Covered
(units) (feet)
26 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192, 208, 224, 240, 256, 272, 288, 304, 320,
336, 352, 368, 384, 400, 404, 412
27 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192, 208, 224, 240, 256, 272, 288, 304, 320,
336, 352, 368, 384, 400, 404, 412, 416
28 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192, 208, 224, 240, 256, 272, 288, 304, 320,
336, 352, 368, 384, 396, 400, 404, 412, 416
29 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192, 208, 224, 240, 256, 272, 288, 304, 320,
336, 352, 368, 384, 396, 400, 404, 412, 416
30 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192, 208, 224, 240, 256, 272, 288, 304, 320,
336, 352, 368, 384, 396, 400, 404, 416
31 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192, 208, 224, 240, 256, 272, 288, 304, 320,
336, 352, 368, 384, 396, 400, 404, 412, 416
Table 3: Distances Covered per Power Level in the Field (continued)
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3 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 52
4 40, 80, 120, 160, 200
5 40, 80, 120, 160, 200
6 40, 80, 120, 160, 200
7 40, 80, 120, 160, 200, 240, 280
9 40, 80, 120, 160, 200, 240, 280
10 40, 80, 120, 160, 200, 240, 280
11 40, 80, 120, 160, 200, 240, 280
12 40, 80, 120, 160, 200, 240, 280
13 40, 80, 120, 160, 200, 240, 280
14 40, 80, 120, 160, 200, 240, 280
15 40, 80, 120, 160, 200, 240, 280
16 40, 80, 120, 160, 200, 240, 280
17 16, 80, 96, 160, 176, 240, 256, 280
18 16, 80, 96, 176, 240, 256, 280
19 16, 80, 96, 160, 176, 240, 256, 280
20 16, 80, 96, 160, 176, 240, 256, 280
21 16, 80, 96, 160, 176, 240, 256, 280
22 16, 80, 96, 160, 176, 240, 256
23 16, 80, 96, 160, 176, 240, 256, 280
24 16, 80, 96, 160, 176, 240, 280
25 16, 80, 96, 160, 176, 240, 256, 280
26 16, 80, 96, 160, 176, 240, 256, 280
27 16, 80, 96, 160, 176, 240, 256, 280
28 16, 80, 96, 160, 176, 240, 256, 280
29 16, 80, 96, 160, 176, 240, 256, 280
30 16, 80, 96, 160, 176, 240, 280
31 16, 80, 96, 160, 176, 240, 256, 280
Table 4: Distances Covered per Power Level in the Forest
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